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CHAPTERR SEVEN 

TRANSNATIONAL'' PREDICAMENTS 

©Purnakaa L. de Silva 

GERMANY Y 
NIGHTT WITHOUT DAWN 
Throughh the cold, wet darkness, the people hurried homeward silently, drawing threadbare 
coatss tightly around hunched shoulders. Policemen paced beneath feeble street lights, 
stampingg their feet. A sharp wind whispered through shattered walls and broken towers, 
bringingg shivers to everyone in Niirnberg. This was a night watch which had been longed for 
byy millions in death cells, in all of Europe's fearfiil prisons and pens. But now, in the piercing 
wind,, victors and vanquished alike felt the chilling doubts that invariably attend man's [sic] 
deliberatee killin g in the name of justice. 

99 p.m. The eleven men for whom this night held no dawn ate a last suppa* of potato 
salad,, sausage, cold cuts, black bread and tea. At 9 p.m., the prison lights were dimmed. At 
10:45,, U.S. Army Security officer Colonel Burton C. Andrus walked across the prison 
courtyardd to set the night's lethal machinery in motion. In the small gymnasium of the jail (its 
floorr dusty, its walls dirty grey), three black gallows had been erected with more attention to 
numerologyy than to efficiency. The whole prison was permeated by the thought of impending 
death.. (The Courthouse movie announced the next day's attraction: Deadline for Murder) 
(Newss Report in Time, October 28, 1946). 

Ethics.Ethics. Killings and War 

Difficul tt but critical questions pertaining to ethics, killin g and war need to be asked and answered- fully, 

partiallyy (in fragments), ritually or even not at alt. Preferably through conversations with those labelled as 

perpetrators.. The rituals of the Nuremberg (also spelt as Nümberg) show trials and the legal settings of the 

Bosniann and Rwandan tribunals, all deal with issues of genocide, crimes against humanity and ethnic 

cleansing.cleansing. I would argues that these public events played on the international stage have more to do with 

'justicee being seen to be carried out' than about an equitable execution of punitive justice. The very notion of 

whichh involves the rather contentious issue of retribution {and possibly reparation). The substantial opposition 

'' By transnational I refer to the Tamil Diaspora of Sri Lankan origin that is spread across the globe. In this 
categorizationn I also include 'Tamilians' sympathetic to the Eelam national liberation struggle. These are 
Tamilss who live in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu and who share a sense of community and ethnic 
identityy with their counterparts in Sri Lanka, through linguistic, cultural, and religious affinities. 
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too the establishment of the permanent International Criminal Court and with regard to its independence and 

executivee powers on the part o f the US administration is a good indication of the stakes- particularly since 

"saucee for the goose is sauce for the gander". 

Thee future is always informed by the past. And genocide is a practice that has been infl icted over 

centuriess o f human existence. Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn raise some critical questions in a very 

pertinentt study o f the history and sociology o f genocide and argue that: 

[The]] coarseness and brutality o f human existence throughout much o f history was a 
subjectt that hardly ever appeared in the curricula o f our schools...The great massacres o f 
thee past lay beyond the range of the telescopes designed to focus upon evidence that justice 
alwayss triumphed. In high school and university textbooks, Athens flourished, but the 
massacree o f the men o f Melos was rarely mentioned. The Romans destroyed Carthage and 
Corinth,, but the fate o f their people was not discussed. The authors o f history textbooks 
hardlyy ever reported what the razing o f an ancient city meant for its inhabitants. In other 
words,, the fate o f mill ions o f human beings who died unnatural deaths as defenseless 
civil ianss was invisible...Many factors entered into this process o f collective denial. 
ThroughoutThroughout most of recorded time, it was the victors who wrote the history of their 
conquests,conquests, and even the victims o f mass exterminations accepted their fate as a natural 
outcomee o f defeat. The idea o f human rights is relatively new in Western society; even 
today,, many parts of the world still emphasize duties more than rights. The Enlightenment 
traditionn o f viewing human beings as inherently good and rational also played a part in the 
denial,, as did the rise o f nationalism and fear o f stirring up ethnic enmity. The slaughter o f 
peoplee o f other races, religions, and nationalities barely offended anyone's sensibilities 
[emphasiss added] (Chalk and Jonassohn 1990:7-8). 

Thee catalogue o f terrible injustices and crimes committed against other peoples is endless and includes 

racism,, bigotry, white-supremism, Eurocentrism, exploitation, cruelty and inhumane situated practices o f 

organisedd violence. These targeted victims include millions o f non-European indigenous peoples and 

selectedd European outcasts, from the age o f slavery to that o f empire-building, colonial expansion and 

beyond.. Organised polit ico-military campaigns and the carving-up of territories and resources is part o f the 

sorryy saga human civil isation and needs no elaborate introduction.^ What justif ications then for such 

22 However for those who would like more details see for example Nederveen Pieterse {1990, 1992), 

Bremann (1990). Taussig (1991), Donald and Rattansi (1993). Sardar, Nandy and Davies (1993), Rattansi 

andd Westwood (1994), among others. 
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actionss which involved the killings of thousands if not millions of 'enemies." ' 'rebels.' 

'insurgents'' and other 'undesirables' in order to maintain the 'law and order' of the day? How are those 

responsiblee for these and other atrocities to be judged from the perspective of the twenty-first century? 

Couldd they be judged and responsibly apportioned justice that is meted out fairly and squarely? Or is it 

simplyy convenient to state that these actions are a 'product of history'? And what about allegations of 

doublee standards in international relations and the implementation of international law with regard to the 

powerr of veto of the United Nations Security Council? These are but some pertinent questions of global 

proportionss that need to be addressed. The focus of this chapter however is more on the localised and 

experientiall  level vis-a-vis Tamil paramilitary narratives of times of war. Before coming to this rich and 

verbatimm exposé some conceptual issues and procedural problems associated with ethics, killin g and war 

needss to be discussed a littl e more. 

Thee manifold problems associated with this type of phenomena are an undeniable reality of 

contemporaryy human civilisation. All governments and insurrectionary/paramilitary forces exercise varying 

degreess of power through institutionalised forms of violence. Governments maintain 'law and order' 

throughh security services (e.g. police, army, navy, airforce) and the judicial-legal system (e.g. courts and 

prisonn services). Legalised structural violence passes almost unnoticed given its everyday character and 

constitutionall  justification. Similarly insurgent forces and paramilitaries also maintain 'rough justice' albeit 

throughh the barrel of the gun sans most of the legal niceties and accountability. In other words moral 

dilemmass where conflicting and complex values are present in particular situated practices are central to 

humann life. Don MacNiven for one examines some of the moral problems involving the justification of war 

inn discussion on urban terrorism (MacNiven 1993:89-90,94-95). The notion of just war is critical to the 

perceptionss of much of the atrocities that have taken place in the modern era. And it is equally applicable to 

alliedd actions in the Second World War (which included the bombing of Dresden and obliteration of 
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Hiroshimaa and Nagasaki) at the top end o f the scale to ethnic cleansing in ethnic conflicts and civi l wars 

suchh as in the Balkans and Sri Lanka. What then is just war? J. McKenna (1979) presents seven 

characteristicss to define it in the context o f inter-state war: 

1.. Must be declared by a legitimate authority. 

2.2. Threat or injury must be real. 

3.. Good achieved must outweigh evil. 

4.. There must be a reasonable hope o f victory. 

5.. War must be the last resort after all reasonable diplomacy has failed. 

6.. There must be no ulterior motives. 

7.. The methods must be moral (e.g. rul ing out nuclear warfare). 

Mostt o f McKenna's points can be challenged from a relativist position. 'Legitimate authority' , ' real i ty ' , 

'good '' and 'ev i l ' are all value-laden 'mora l ' categories- which would be perceived differently according to 

whichh end o f the political spectrum one is looking at - particularly in deeply divided societies. 'Reasonable 

hope",, 'last resort' and 'ulterior motives' are more pragmatic characteristics, which are inexorably 

fashionedd by dictates o f realpolitik. These and other concerns place McKenna's definit ion in considerable 

doubt.. From a similar point o f departure MacNiven states that: "War can be just i f ied i f it is either in self-

defence,, or to repel and aggressor, or to protect the innocent, to repel aggression against peaceful, less 

powerfull state. As G.E.M. Anscombe has ably argued, even just wars must be fought by moral means 

[Anscombee 1979:393]. There must be no deliberate ki l l ing o f the innocent" (MacNiven 1993:94). Again, 

'deliberatee k i l l ing ' and 'innocence' are open to interpretation and reinterpretation, which make them 

unreliablee criteria with which to fashion an adequate response the moral dilemmas created by the notion o f 

'justt war ' . 

Terryy Nardin and colleagues are "concerned wi th the reasons for making war, for f ighting with 

restraint,, or for repudiating war as an instrument of pol icy.. . [arguing] that there is more than one way o f 
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lookingg at the ethics o f war and peace" (Nardin 1996:3). And look at the subject matter from comparative 

perspectivess of debates pertaining to the 'just war' categories in natural law and political realism, dialogue 

involvingg Jewish and Islamic ethical discourse, and the critical arguments o f Christian pacifists and 

contemporaryy feminists. In sum: "What emerges is a picture o f continuing debate, both within and between 

thee viewpoints represented...Moral traditions are seen as doctrinal relics, hardened deposits o f past 

debates...theyy are also a resource for future debates and moral cho ices - choices and debates that w i l l , in 

turn,, reshape our multivocal heritage" ( Ib id: 10). From a related perspective, Gordon Graham discusses the 

debatee between cosmopolitan ideals and national sovereignty, and the moral scepticism o f polit ical 

' real ism'' - which has been quite influential in the study o f international relations (Graham 1997). It is a 

tragicc reality o f our times that philosophical debates pertaining to such an important aspect o f human 

endeavourr does not sufficiently percolate through to the levels o f policymaking and decision-making. 

Insteadd real politik and the short-term ambitions and agendas o f politicians, exert far greater influence over 

matterss o f life and death. It is clear that there are no easy answers to questions l i ke - Can war be ever 

justif ied?? Why is it wrong to kil l? Nevertheless, unless and until policymakers can transcend from semantic, 

philosophicall and legalistic debates about debates concerning ethics, k i l l ing and war very little practical 

goodd can be delivered to the untold millions who have to face tactile realities o f inhumanity and cruelty in 

polarisedd contexts. 

Politicall violence in the twentieth century illustrates in no uncertain terms the barbarism and brutal 

excessess o f conflicts over power. Totten, Parsons and Charny (1995) cover some o f the horrif ic details in 

CenturyCentury of Genocide: Eyewitness Accounts and Critical Views. They look at Armenia (J915-1923), 

Bangladeshh (1971), Burundi (1972), Cambodia (1975-1979), East Timor (1975-1979), and Holocausts o f 

thee Jews. Gypsies and the Disabled (1933-1945), Indonesia (1965-1966), South West Afr ica (1904) and 

Ukrainee (1932-1933), as well as the physical and cultural genocide of' various indigenous peoples. This 
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recordd of the last 100 years of human civilisation speaks volumes to the extent that humans have 

exterminatedd other humans. Quoting Zbigniew Brzezinski (former National Security Adviser to Jimmy 

Carter)) Herbert Hirsch argues that, 

genocides...havee plagued human history in general and our troubled century in particular. 
Estimatess of the toll taken in the twentieth century are astounding; Brzezinski (1993) 
claimss that "167,000,000 to 175,000,000 lives have been deliberately extinguished through 
politicallyy motivated carnage" (p. 17) (Hirsch 1995:xi-xii). 

Howw does a legal authority mete out equitable justice in relation to crimes that are (at times) of truly 

unimaginablee scale? The sheer magnitude of the problem is reflected best in the case of Rwanda. There are an 

estimatedd 70,000 defendants who are accused by prosecutors of crimes against humanity. The accused, are 

memberss of the deposed Hutu (majority ethnic group) regime and paramilitaries belonging to the hnlara 

HcumveHcumve militia responsible for much of the genocide. They also include civilians who actively answered their 

callss to commit genocide. All of whom are held captive since the defeat of the Kitu regime by the Tutsi army 

inn pitifully cramped and tremendously overcrowded, unsanitary and primitive conditions. The genocide 

committedd under the aegis of the former Hutu regime involved the decimation of at the very minimum 500,000 

minorityy Tutsi's and moderate Hutu's mostly hacked to death with hand-held weapons of an agricultural 

nature.. In the aftermath of the genocide the Rwandan justice system is simply unable to cope with the sheer 

volumee of defendants - from processing cases to housing and taking care of prisoners - which could take 

decadess if the current pace of events are any indication. Even the US justice system with an estimated 500,000 

legal-beagless and a massive well-funded judicial-legal-prisons system would collapse under the strain. 

Fromm a juridical perspective there those like Adama Dieng (secretary-general International 

Commissionn of Jurists in Geneva) and Dumisa Buhle Ntsebeza (Commissioner and Head of the Investigative 

Unitt of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa) who argue that a confessional approach as 

inn South Africa must involve/»// disclosure. And that such disclosure must provide detailed information not 

onlyy of the offences, actions and/or omissions of self-confessed perpetrators, but must also include those of 
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accomplices.. Dieng once stated that: 

Inn the use of international instruments to bring about justice, should all perpetrators (e.g. 

torturers)) be prosecuted? Such an exercise is not only an impossibility, as in the case o f 

Rwandaa (where it would take around 500 years to try all the alleged perpetrators o f the 

genocidee in courts o f taw not to mention the colossal expenditure that would be involved), it 

cann also be a dangerous hindrance to national reconciliation. Punitive legal measures against 

perpetratorss must only be an example to act as a hindrance to any future violation. However, 

thoroughh investigation helps to create conditions o f transition and change aimed at bringing 

aboutt political tranquillity (Personal discussion 1997). 

Thee attitude that these are 'small matters' that must not stop the progress o f the (overdetermining) peace 

processs needs to be avoided. Given that the 'small matters' o f ensuring that justice is seen to been served on 

behalff o f the majority of victims is part and parcel of a process o f national reconciliation. The Nuremberg 

showw trials are a good case in point and the South African experiment with the truth and justice commission is 

aa novel and apparently healthy mechanism to catharise the ghosts of apartheid, as opposed to the continued 

conflictt and political violence o f a deeply divided society. However, justice in this context should not be an 

endlesslyy long-drawn out process. 

Inn the face o f such daunting odds an alternative-approach that works maybe Truth Commissions and 

thee Hearing of Testimonies. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) J which was held in South 

Africaa (one o f 14 word-wide), was part o f an uneven-process aimed at dismantling some o f the horrors o f 

apartheid.. That is, through a through investigation o f (racist) politically motivated crimes committed during 

thiss period - which included political violence and extra-judicial killings (Asmal, Asmal and Roberts 1997, 

Bronkhorstt 1995). Henry J. Steiner notes that: 

Inn a brief fifteen years, "truth commission"'has become a familiar conception and institution 

forr a state emerging from a period of gross human rights abuses and debating how to deal 

withh its recent past. The term serves as the generic designation o f a type of governmental 

organn that is intended to construct a record o f this tragic history, and that has borne different 

titless in many countries over several continents that have resorted to it. These commissions 

offerr one among many ways o f responding to years o f barbarism run rampant, o f horrific 

JJ Former archbishop Desmond Tutu who was an eloquent campaigner against the injustices o f apartheid and 
awardedd the Nobel Peace Price in 1984 headed the TRC. 
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humann rights violations that occurred while countries were caught up in racial, ethnic, class, 
andd ideological conflict over justice and power. They may be alternative or complementary to 
otherr national responses, including the poles of amnesty and criminal prosecution (Steiner in 
Harvardd Law School Human Rights Programme 1997:7). 

TruthTruth Commissions are also culturally situated and context-specific events that cannot be used in each and 

everyy case. Therefore for example from an Islamist perspective this method would be seen as anathema given 

thee underlying notion o f forgiving one's enemies which is seen as a very Christian concept [Personal 

discussionn 1998]. In such a context a more punitive 'eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth' approach would be 

demanded.. Leaving aside the practical problems of implementing measures o f punitive justice in the face o f 

crimess against humanity and gross violations of human rights (e.g. Kurds in Iraq and Turkey), a quick glance 

att the contemporary Middle East and North Africa however tells a different story. While in doctrinaire terms 

punitivee justice including the death penalty would be seen as culturally acceptable there is a significant gap 

betweenn precept and practice given the sizeable range of authoritarian and even despotic regimes that abound. 

Andd nothing short of regime-change on a massive-scale, which could only take place i f the primacy o f 

electorall democracy is restored can create the necessary politico-judicial environment to contemplate the 

apportioningg o f punitive justice. 

Nevertheless,, whatever the system o f redress designed and adopted or cultural contexts within which 

crimess against humanity are enacted, justice must he seen to he curried out. I f not the frustrations and 

psychosociall traumas o f one generation - as witnesses, victims and perpetrators - would simply be swept under 

thee carpet only to grow into the monstrous 'realities' of future generations. Unfortunately there is no universal 

blueprintt solution to this conundrum. Particularly since the current set o f legal conventions under current 

internationall law is woefully inadequate to deal with the exigencies o f contemporary situations o f crimes 

againstt humanity. In the face o f these 'realities' in times o f war Richard Norman strikes a more positive note 

andd argues that further reflection, argument and debate in itself is not necessarily a bad thing. Even though 

timee may not be on the side o f those persons at risk. He suggests that the argument needs to be shifted "to a 
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neww level, where the existence of recalcitrant disagreement is itself seen as a practical problem which we can 

tryy to deal with" (Norman 1995:252). Norman's point is that persons engaged in this field can aim to develop 

practicalpractical policies acknowledging "the strengths of opposed moral positions" (Ibid) inorder to help bring about 

change.. This chapter is precisely part of developing practical policies through an unpacking of certain selected 

experientiall  insights of agents of political violence. It is difficult if not impossible to design viable policies 

withoutt an adequate grasp of all different points of view and my argument here is that while agents of political 

violencee are part of the problem their testimonies could be a key to finding some solutions. 

ExperientialExperiential Narralives 

Thee Sinhalese would not really desire to rule over and run an empire over the unwilling 
Tamilss and be guilty of neo-colonialism and aggression. The restoration of the Tamil state by 
mutuall  agreement will be a triumph for both people and for human values. On the other hand 
aa confrontation between the two nations can defeat the very security and therefore the 
existencee and identity of the Sinhalese nation, particularly as foreign intervention in such 
confrontationn will become inevitable. A restored and reconstituted Sinhala state which 
excludess the Tamil presence is the best guarantee of the existence, identity and security of the 
Sinhalaa nation. So also of the Tamil nation. The Sinhalese will cease to have problems o\' 
illici tt immigration, citizenship, language, religion, competition in employment, trade, industry, 
higherr education etc. In short, the Sinhala ideal of one country, one nation, one language etc. 
cann only be realised in a restored and reconstituted Sinhala state. So also, by the restoration 
andd reconstitution of the Tamil state alone will the Tamil nation survive and preserve its 
identityy and the Tamils secure their 'right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness' and be 
masterss [sic] of their own destiny. Puncha Silu or co-existence is thus the only solution to the 
problemm of the two nations in Ceylon [Sri Lanka]. It recognises not merely the facts of two 
thousandd five hundred years of Sinhalese and Tamil history; but also the fundamental right of 
thee Tamil people to self-determination; of Tamil Eelam to separate statehood. It unshackles 
thee two nations and sets them both free (cf. S. Kathiravelupülai n.d.A Statement on Eelam: 
CC 'o-existence not Confrontation in Wilson 1988:187-1 88). 

Ass discussed in Chapter Two since the early 1970s Sri Lanka has seen the burgeoning of nationalist fervour 

andd revolutionary struggles for liberation and self-determination, among politicised sections of the island's 

minorityy Tamil community. And has already been discussed, this process has been however extremely 

complex,, fraught with contradictions, interna! wrangling and quite painful. Despite complexities and obstacles 
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Tamill nationalism has endured in a variety of forms and has come to be recognised as a force to be reckoned 

withh in Sri Lankan politics of the twenty-first century. This chapter attempts to trace the development, 

continuitiess and changes that have taken place through the gaze of Tamil paramilitaries and their (select) 

narrativess concerning the processes involved, particularly vis-a-vis collective identity formation. Through a 

discussionn of these experiential narratives, a particularistic representation of practitioner Tamil nationalism and 

strugglee in the era of action unleashed by the paramilitaries is examined. 

Inn other words the development and spread of separatist Tamil nationalism is examined through the 

narrativess and collective identity formation of five Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile. That is since it was first 

espousedd by Thanthai (father) Chelvanayakam, later modified and set in motion by the likes of Appapillai 

Amirthalingamm (who was assassinated by the LTTE) and the more militant former Secretary of the Federal 

Partyy (FP). S. Kathiravelupillai (who is quoted above). I have purposely chosen paramilitaries hailing from 

outsidee of the hegemonic Jaffna-centric milieu so that hitherto non-represented nuances in Tamil paramilitary 

nationalismss will become apparent. Four of the paramilitaries belong to a generation of Tamil paramilitaries 

fromm the eastern provinces of Amparai and Batticaloa, who became consciously politically active from around 

thee late 1970s onwards. These four belonged to the middle-level leadership and as field operatives of the 

EPRLF.. The fifth paramilitary belongs to a younger generation of Tamil paramilitaries from the LTTE also 

fromm the east. The ethnic, caste, regional and class compositions of these particular Tamil paramilitaries 

providee clues as to some of the complexities involved in the Sri Lankan embroglio. 

Thee five paramilitaries that I have selected are anything but the stereotypical image of what one would 

expectt Tamil paramilitaries' to be illustrating the vibrant and rich heterogeneity that is evident in all deeply 

dividedd societies. It refutes simplistic black and white notions of ethnicity that many generalists would come 

upp with in relation to the ethnic conflict. 'Thambi" (Premananda) comes from a mixed Tamil-Sinhalese, 

middleclasss (land-owning/professional) family living in Karativu. His father is a Batticaloa Vellala (high-
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caste)) who worked as an agricultural officer. His mother a school fcacher of the Tamil language, is a Sinhalese 

GoyigamaGoyigama (high-caste) hailing from the Matara district (which is located in the deep south and considered by-

manyy Sinhala chauvinists to be the Sinhalese heartland). 'Archchiman-RaglnT comes from a rural peasant 

workingg class family, belonging to the (low-caste) Mukkuvar matriclan (exogamous) community l iving in 

Veeramunai.. 'Bhaskaran' comes from a middleclass (land-owning) family from Karativu with Batticaloa 

VelhilaVelhila (high-caste) antecedents. The fourth paramilitary who wishes to remain unidentified also belongs to a 

middleclasss (land-owning/professional) family from Karativu. 'Ahikn the young man who belonged to the 

LTTEE comes from a mixed-caste (non-land owning) middleclass family o f professionals, where his father 

workedd as a supervisor at the Valaichchenai paper factory and his mother an Authority Officer working for the 

Kattankudii town council. Relatives on his father's side are Batticaloa Vcllala (high-caste) from Valaichchenai 

andd include very senior LTTE field commanders in current service. While his mother's family are Karavar 

(lower-castee coastal people) from Araipattai. Given the prevalent matriclan exogamous family structure o f 

Batticaloaa he is therefore considered to be a Karavar. An interesting point of note is that he is married to an 

upper-middleclasss Sinhalese woman with a Radala (high-caste Kandyan) family background and who has 

relativess high up in the Sri Lankan defence establishment. I begin with the experiential narrative o f ' 'Thambr 

whosee amazing life-history spans a very critical period in Sri Lanka's troubled recent past- namely the anti-

Tamill riots of July 1983. Through 'Tliambi's' narrative we are privileged to see inside the maximunvsecuritv 

Welikadaa prison in which the Tamil paramilitary political prisoners were held and who were attacked in 

premeditatedd fashion by Sinhalese inmates from the criminal section leading to many deaths and untold 

horrors.. Other aspects covered through these verbatim narratives are internecine warfare and wa- guilt. 

Questionss Tel! me what arc/were your grievances' Wluit was it that drew you into .supporting and sacrificing 

forfor the cause of Eelum' Did these feelings change or continue over time.' 

'Thambr:'Thambr: These things, within my knowledge were beginning in the elections of 1976. Then, 

thee formation o f GUES [General Union o f Eelam Students] in 1979. These election times, the 
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problemm of Tamil people were being highlighted by the politicians [Tamil United Front -
TUF] .. Those days we are the students. I was around 14 years old at the time. Really speaking, 
thee students were in an organised form (e.g. scouts, guides, etc) and certain revolutionaries, 
whoo were in a breakaway faction from the EROS [which later became the EPRLF], came to 
uss to the villages in the eastern province. Then the political classes organised by GUES were 
begun.. GUES began by organising after school tuition and classes. Actually, the teachers 
fromm GUES were from the university (one o f who is now in Canada and 'CC* Mani ' f rom 
Thambiluvit) .. Thereafter, GUES organised some internal meetings for those who were 
interestedd in the problems of students. Although, they were at the same time, trying to teach us 
socialistt ideas. Then we have an internal link, not all o f us but a selected few with important 
personss from within the GUES. For example to receive and distribute pamphlets and posters 
amongg the students, to organise demonstrations, etc. 

Att that time, my mind was really in expectance o f a system similar to that o f the 
Sovietss (equality in earning, working, etc). These were my aims at the time. We did not want 
thee next generation to suffer from the problems o f inequality and exploitation. I f we get the 
Eelam.. my picture was that it was going to be like the Soviets, because they gave us a picture 
likee that. Those days 1 am talking always about these problems in the house {my home), 
arguingg with granddad (on my father's side). They always said, "hey mate but you aren't 
Tami l ,, don't be crazy about anything. Don't spoil your family". 

II selected 'Thamhi's' narrative as the central focus here because o f his dual identity and in-between position. 

"Thamhr"Thamhr is a 'nuanced' character that defies any neat representation or facile generalisation that fits into a 

blackk and white image o f 'the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict' (i.e. between Sinhalese and Tamils). There are a 

numberr o f Tamil paramilitaries from the eastern province with mixed backgrounds and it would be a mistake 

too gloss over these realities. Each case has its own specificities, while there are a number o f general features 

thatt can be identified from the narratives: 

'Thamhi':'Thamhi': Problems were, discrimination in the studies. You know we have often these 
problems,, Tamil-Sinhala riots everywhere. Students were arrested and always there was news 
inn the papers about army arresting here and there and so many deaths in Colombo and 
elsewhere.. This was a bubbling period, with the growth o f Tamil nationalist ideas. These riots 
weree not in my areas per se, but all over in the papers (Virakesari, Thinamani). Massacre here 
andd missing there, students arrested, etc. And these people, GUES, were sending us 
informationn about their activities, about protests here and posters there. Then we became 
active,, isn't it? Problems with discrimination had to do with university admissions, 
where...actually,, it was good for us, for in the Ainparai district with less marks we can go to 
thee university. It was different for students from the Jaffna area, because the standards were 
different.. And we [in the eastern province] were never affected by the police or army [in the 
beginning].. Never. [An important difference between the east and north. A fact not mentioned 

44 CC is a shortened form for Central Committee (member). 
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anywheree previously, either by a paramilitary or a Tamil separatist supporter]. But my picture 

is,, I uas expecting a Socialist country all over Sri Lanka. I didn't realise this [illusion] in those 

days.. Until I went inside the Magazine prison [in Colombo], I didn't realise these things, 

becausee I was too young. 

LLThambi'Thambi' touches upon a very important difference- i.e. between the situation o f eastern province Tamils with 

thatt o f their northern counterparts. Many accounts o f Tamil nationalism present a homogenous Tamil 

nationalismm but this is certainly not the case on the ground. A homogenous image o f Tamil nationalism has 

beenn used primarily as a political ploy, from the time o f Thunthai Chelva (father of Tamil nationalism 

Chelvanayakam)) and the FP onwards, to counter the hegemony of the power brokers in Colombo and fight for 

thee undeniable rights o f the Tamil people. This is similar to the tactics employed by the black power movement 

inn the 1960s in Britain to counter white-supremacist racism. However, as has been illustrated in the 1980s and 

1990s,, 'black' is no longer homogenous and contains many differences within it. In the case o f the Tanils, the 

politicall construction o f a homogenous Eelam Thatnil [Tamil] identity barely managed to paper-over the 

crackss of regionalist contradictions and tensions. Furthermore the ground realities, which led to Tamil 

paramilitaryy struggle at least in the mid-1970s - prior to the deployment o f the Special Task Force (STF) Police 

Commandoss in the 1980s - were significantly different. However this was soon to change under the policies o f 

thee Jayawardena regime and through the atrocities committed on the Tamil civilian population o f the eastern 

provincee by allegedly undisciplined (and Sinhala-chauvinist) Sri Lankan military forces.^ Ant i-Tamil 

discriminationn as a result o f Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism played a big role in mobilising young Tamils into 

joiningg the Tamil paramilitary organisations. The narratives o f 'Bhaskaran* and 'Raglui' provide insights of 

thiss relatively common occurrence. 

?? It is rumoured that the levels o f indiscipline were so extensive at the time that even hardened e\-SAS 

commandoss - attached to the Keeni Meeni Services (K.MS) based in the Channel Islands - who were 

clandestinelyy training the STF in the early 1980s pulled out o f their contractual obligations. For more details 

seee various Amnesty International and University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) reports corresponding 

too this period. 
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'Bhuskurari':: Personally, I had no grievances as such. However, my father who was working 
inn Ucia Walawe as a machine operator in the River Valleys Development Board (RVDB). was 
attackedd by Sinhala racist civilians in 1977. He did not sustain serious injuries but a relative of 
minee (my father's niece's husband), who was working with him at the time, was attacked with 
aa knife and almost died of his injuries. Sangarapillai, who was working as a watcher on an 
RVDBB site, was slashed from the top of his head right down the middle of the front of his 
face.. He received thirty-six stitches in hospital. He was hidden for health and safety reasons in 
Udaa Walawe for about three months and subsequently brought back to the Kalmunai hospital 
wheree he made his final recovery. Sangarapillai still has speech problems due to the injuries 
hee sustained on his nose. My father and the other RVDB workers were brought back in trucks 
belongingg to the RVDB a month after the racist attacks, to the eastern province, under heavy 
policee and army escort. 

Ass a result of this and also because three of our paddy fields in Walathapiti in the 
Amparaii district, of which two were forcibly taken over by Sinhala settlers. The third was 
situatedd near a Buddhist temple, which was called Buththangala [the rock of Buddha] by the 
Sinhalesee and Varambu-Vahrintha-Vattai (bund-bend-paddyfield) in Tamil. The temple 
authoritiess made an announcement that work in the paddy fields must stop because it was 
consideredd to be a religious site, despite being farmed by at least three generations of my 
family.. After the announcement, Tamil people were afraid to go and work in these paddy 
fields'. . 

Amongg the factors that motivated 'Bhaskaran" to become a paramilitary are these soils of Sinhala-Buddhist 

racistt acts and an element of middleclass consciousness. Having no recourse to justice, this teenager from a 

well-to-doo agricultural land-owning family sought retribution by means of available alternatives of the day. 

'Bhuskaran''Bhuskaran' (and 'Raglm') were (negatively) politicised/influenced as a result of the anti-Tamil riots that were 

situatedd in and around Uda Walawe. At a different time and location of pditical violence another native Sri 

Lankann of Tamil origins who belonged to a class of wealthy, educated Colombo-based Tamil élite - the 

productt of a different (old-world) generation - also had similar first-hand experiences. He is none other than 

Professorr of Anthropology at Harvard, Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah. And quoted below are some published 

memoriess that record his experience and 'knee-jerk' response. A different immediate response to the stimulus 

off related politico-historical experience to that of the two young would-be paramilitaries 'Bhaxkaran and 

'Ratlin''Ratlin' - though all three ended up living overseas. 

InIn 1958, while I was leading a research team composed of University undergraduates, all of 
whomm were Sinhalese, that was engaged in a sociological study of peasant colonisation in Gal 
Oya,, ethnic riots unexpectedly broke out in our midst, and at Amparai Sinhalese public works 
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labourerss went on the rampage in hijacked trucks, attacking Tamil shopkeepers and Tamil 
peasantt colonists. My students, very solicitous for my safety, insisted that I stay behind closed 
doorss while they stood guard. And I was later hidden in a truck, and spirited out of the valley 
too Batticaloa, a safe Tamil area. That experience was traumatic: it was the first time the ethnic 
dividee was so forcibly thrust into my existence. And intuitively reading the signs. I wished to 
gett away from the island, for I experienced a mounting alienation and a sense of being 
homelesss in one's own home (Tambiah 1986:137). 

Thee narrative of 'Raghu' is similar to that of 'Bhaskaran V despite a different class background as a landless 

labourerr during his teens, the time when he joined up as a paramilitary. 'Raglni also touches upon the counter-

hegemonicc construction of hatred for the Sinhalese (Buddhists) and all that they stood for, among Tamil 

paramilitariess and parliamentarians alike. The use of such concepts as chauvinism and hatred by members of 

Srii  Lankan government forces, as well as Tamil paramilitary rebels, is a feature of the early period of the 

Tamill  nationalist uprising. A factor that was only to change its black and white character after intra-Tamil 

internecinee warfare (1986/87 on) and intra-Sinhala combat (1987-1990). Hatred and revenge/counter-revenge 

mentalitiess have continued to stimulate atrocities during various twists and turns of nationalist paramilitary and 

revolutionaryy political violence. 

'Rag/ui':'Rag/ui': In 1977 there were riots in Uda Walawe, Pahala Talawe and Talawe areas, where a 
numberr of my relatives were affected. They were working at the time with the RVDB (River 
Valleyss Development Board) as migrant labourers. From Veeramunai, where I lived, there 
weree large numbers of persons working for the RVDB, including my father. My relatives 
sufferedd a lot during these riots and they managed to escape and come back to Veeramunai 
afterr facing immense hardships. Some of them had to move through jungle areas with littl e to 
eatt or drink with nothing more than their sarongs or underwear via Moneragala and 
Padiyathalawe.. According to them, there were others, particularly those coming back from the 
Kekirawaa area who had suffered even more. Many women had allegedly had their ears and 
ringg lingers chopped off by Sinhala racists who were pillaging gold earrings, rings and other 
suchh jewellery and valuables. The main point of their stories was that they had suffered as a 
resultt of the racism of the Sinhalese. During this time, after the 1977 riots, the Thamilar 
VidithulaiVidithulai Kutiain (TUF) held a number of public meetings and rallies protesting against 
Sinhalaa racism and alleged atrocities committed by the Sinhalese people, army and police. 
Theyy also pumped their audiences with the gas of Tamil nationalism. All the politicians from 
thee TUF who came during this time to the east, did not fail to come to the Veeramuna Sri 
Sinthayathiraii  Pillayar [Hindu] temple. This temple was a rallying point for the Tamil people 
livingg in the hinterland, in and around the villages of Veeramunai, Malwatte, Walathapiti. 
Mallihaithivu,, Veeracholai, Sorikalmunai and 6th Colony in the Ainparai district. The main 
reasonn for this was because the majority of the people living in these areas, which form a 
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betterr part of the Sammanturai electorate, haii from or have roots in Veeramunai. The 
inhabitantss of Veeramunai moved to these outlying villages (with the exception of 
Sorikalmunaii and Mallihaithivu) following the Muslim-Tamil riots of 1957. These riots of 
19577 had made the village of Veeramunai into a historical landmark, not only in local politics 
butt also in Tamil nationalism. 

Duringg this time, I was an impressionable young boy of around 14 or 15 years. 
Listeningg to the stories of my relatives and the call of the TUF, I became aware of Sinhala 
racismm and the growing Tamil nationalist movement. As a result, I developed a hatred towards 
Sinhalaa racism and decided to actively support the TUF. I was given small menial tasks to 
carryy out, such as distributing pamphlets, pasting posters, joining in the processions of the 
TUFF politicians and applauding them vigorously in public - during local and regional 
elections.. The leaders of the TUF always came from the north to the east during election time, 
whichh was when my support was called upon. 

Inn 1981, when 1 was a GCE O/L [General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level] 
student,, I wanted to join one of the Tamil paramilitary groups (that were emerging at the time 
inn the east) out of racist feelings and hatred that I had developed in relation to the Sinhalese, 
followingg my involvement with the TUF. I wanted to get paramilitary training, and then kill 
Sinhalesee and members of the government of Sri Lanka's armed forces. As a result, around 
1982/83,, I became a member of the Eelam People's Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF). 

Hadd I not joined the EPRLF, I would still remain a bigoted Tamil racist and murderer 
off other communities (Sinhalese and Muslims), even today. It is very lucky indeed that 1 
joinedd the EPRLF. In this organisation, I became involved in the task of carrying out political 
activitiess and at the same time learning more about the world around me. Before I was sent to 
Indiaa for training in December 1984, I was involved in carrying out political classes and 
demonstrationss for GUES (the student wing of the EPRLF) in Veeramunai, Malwatte, 
Walathapiti,, Sorikalmunai, Mallihaithivu, areas. At the time, an Israeli interests section was 
openedd in Colombo. In protest at this, there was a mass protest by Muslims in the 
Sammanturaii area. During the time of the protest we distributed pamphlets against the Israeli 
involvementt in the name of the GUES among the protesters. We also went and protested at 
thee residence of the then deputy minister for Irrigation and Hydroelectric Power M.A. Abdul 
Majeed.. Sometime after this I left for India [for paramilitary training]. 

InIn 1987. with the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord, ! was flown to Batticaloa in an 
Indiann Air Force transport aircraft. The eastern province was the EPRLF's main base. 
Therefore,, the leaders of the EPRLF set up headquarters in the Batticaloa and Amparai 
districts.. Comrades. 'Nabha',6 'Kirupa'7 'Varadan',8 'Kethesh',^ Thamb/ ' , ^ and 

66 Kandasamy Palhmanabha or 'Nabha' to his close associates was the leader of the EPRLF. He first got 
involvedd in Tamil paramilitary politics as a member of the Eelam Revolutionary Organisation of Students 
(EROS),, which was formed on 3 January 1975 at the London home of Eliyathambi Ratnasabapathy. Along 
withh some others of the second batch, he received military training in Lebanon in 1977, through the good 
officess of the late Abu Jihad's A! Fatah wing of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO). 'Nabha' broke 
offf from the EROS by around October 1981, due to the alleged alienation of the EROS leadership in London 
withh events in the land, and formally established the EPRLF. with active support from the EROS's General 
Unionn of Eelam Students (GUES). 
77 Periyathamby Kirupakaran or Kirupa to his close associates was a former bank manager turned paramilitary. 
Hee was an EPRLF Central Committee member for the Eastern Province and the Minister of Finance of the ill-
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thousandss o f other comrades [as well] were there to begin the task o f setting up political work 

fromm Vaharai to Panama. The leaders o f the front, visited, house by house almost all the 

housess of dead fighters, from all groups, including LTTEand civilians who had been kil led in 

thee fighting preceding the Peace Accord. Before we could build upon our political mass work, 

thee LTTE attacked us. We had no choice but to surrender to the Indian army. The Indians did 

nott want to help us and instead handed us over to our enemies the STF Sri Lankan Police 

commandos.. Anyway, as it transpired, our supposed enemies became our benefactors and the 

supposedd peacekeepers did not keep their side of the bargain, as stipulated in the Indo-Sri 

Lankaa Peace Accord. After a couple of months I returned home to my village in secrecy. The 

partyy was in a chaotic state, with very little co-ordination. In my village, it was known that I 

wass an Indian trained EPRLF cadre. 

Duringg this period 'Raglm' was badly wounded in an LTTE assassination attempt (part o f the revenge/counter-

revengee syndrome) and still has a .32 bullet lodged in his head behind the left ear, along with the fragments o f 

twoo other rounds in the back. One is so close to his spina! cord thatdoctors were unwil l ing to operate for fear 

o ff possible paralysis. At the time 'Raghu' still suffered from acute convulsions apparently whenever the 

fragmentt nearest his spinal cord moved. He also had a difficult time with memories of war guilt and his own 

personall involvement. He displayed a classic symptom of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) when we 

weree discussing situated practices o f political violence. And after a while he refused to continue talking to me 

fatedd North-East Provincial Council (1988-1990). 

88 Annamalai Varadarajah Perumal o r ' Varadan' to his close associates was active in militant Tamil nationalist 

politicss from the early 1970s and tine days of the Black Flag protest movement. He was first a young activist o f 

thee Tiiamil Elaing\!ar Peravai (Tamil Youth League or T Y L ) , before jo in ing the EPRLF sometime after the 

Batticaloaa jailbreak o f 23 September 1983. Perumal was the Chief Minister o f the now defunct North-East 

Provinciall Council, which was disbanded by the late Sri Lankan president Ranasinghe Premadasa at the time 

o ff his ill-fated tête-a-tête with the LTTE which ultimate ended his own life. 

99 Ketheshwaran Loganathan or 'KethesIT to his close associates, is the son of the former Governor o f the 

Bankk o f Ceylon. He was for some years a Central Committee member o f the EPRLF and has participated in 

formall and informal negotiations for the EPRLF, during the Thimpu Peace Talks (1985), the lnd>Sri Lanka 

Peacee Accord (1987) and on other equally important occasions involving high-level dialogue. For example, the 

Parliamentaryy Select Committee-process between 1992 and 1993. which was aimed at achieving peace and 

politicall stability in Sri Lanka. 

' 00 Sivasunderam Premanantha better known as 'ThumbC in this text was the youngest prisoner in custody, 

agedd 15. during the time of the Welikada maximum-security prison massacres o f July 1983. 
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andd rushed into the bedroom, curled into a ball and covered himself with the blanket. Even though he knew 

veryy well that I had heard the story in contention before froin other sources and not from the first time. 

'Bhaskaran*'Bhaskaran* on the other hand was more candid and open to reflection. 

'Bhaskaran' :: I still feel guilty about some o f the things that I did in the movement. In that 
time,, whatever we do, we think that we are doing for the Tamil people or for their betterment. 
Butt i f we think now, whatever we did then was a waste. So sometimes, I think aboü those 
timess and then worry, about those things, I...did for nothing. Pirasanayam Me [no use] 
muclning)muclning) ' . When I went for operations, what was most important for me was my iyyakkam 
[movement],, that we have to tight, we have to win, we have to do more opestions. we have 
too win the war, including that against the Tigers. At that time, we want more arms, more 
powerfull arms, more ammunition, more uniforms, more camouflage, etc. Because we believe 
inn the armed struggle, so this was our priority (mukyamana vishayam). At that time machang, 
II am not believing in God. I am not going to temple, 1 am not praying. Mowmachang, we 
completelyy changed to another culture here [Europe], back to normal. We are not ful ly normal 
butt we pretend to be coming back to normal by fol lowing Hindu rituals. We go to the temple 
inn Wales, observe religious festivities and rituals, make pitkkai [milk rice] during pungal 
[Tluripongal,[Tluripongal, a Hindu festival], etc. But there is a difference between other civi l ian believers 
andd myself, and it has to do with a question of morality. I think that what it means to be a 
humann being depends on the situation where that person is. I f they live in a war situation, they 
aree fully involved with that situation. But even i f these persons leave the war situation, the 
pastt concerning the war touches them. There is no escape. It is a question o f morality, 
somethingg that even cadres of the LTTE have to deal with. You cannot forget the past, it is 
somethingg that we have to learn to live with. I have dreamsmachang, always, that the army 
comess and catches me or that the Tigers come and shoot me. Different, different dreams, in 
differentt locations. Sometimes, my friends are killed or I ki l l or am killed myself, and wake 
upp to find myself lying on my bed. I have seen 'Nabha', 'K i rupa ' , 'Muhundan' , everybody. 
Becausee machang, because we didn't see the body, we think in our dreams that they are alive. 
Shootingg and shooting and not ki l l ing, running, running, running but can't escape. I think that 
ex-paramilitariess like ourselves need to learn how to cope with these traumas. 

'Thamhi''Thamhi' also feels guilty but more on account of the 'economic activities* he was engaged in part of the 

collectivee of many paramilitaries at the time. 

'Thambi':'Thambi': Yes. I cannot escape from that. I am guilty of certain things but I did everything for 
thee party. I never did anything for myself t i l l I left the party. How do you think that you can 
feedd and clothe the thousands o f boys who were jo in ing us by then? 'Sri Anna' 
( 'Buthaiingain')) was the one who was in charge of disbursing money. The other thing 
machangmachang is that we always have criticism about the way that money was spent. Particularly. 

' '' The term muchang is used in these narratives to denote close friendship. Its literal meaning is brother-in-

laww or husband-of-my-sister in both Tamil and Sinhala. 
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' D e v a VV attempts to give money to his brother LDiya' to purchase arms from Singapore and 

i-longg Kong, in another way we believe him a lot. Money was spent but we never saw any of 

tinee arms. ever. We hated the way that he got his family members to do things. But his strength 

wass that i f you were with him, he was always there for you. He took care o f you. He also was 

dominantt and played the role o f our commanding officer. We were unable to get around him, 

evenn though he listened to us and maybe you can call that also one o f his talents. 

'Mr'Mr X~ who was from the same village had a more simple explanation with regard to his involverrent. 

'Mr'Mr X~: I got carried away by all these problems. Especially 1983. Actually for nationalist 

reasons,, you know, the TULF speeches...These are the things that pushed me, but then we 

didn'tt have any choice. Had T igers ' come to Karativu first, then the whole o f Karativu would 

havee been 'Tigers'. That is a fact. Because o f EP [EPRLF] this didn't happen. I f the buggers 

wentt with EP machcmg, it was not because they were Leftists or Moderates or anything else. 

Itt was simply because they came first. We simply got carried away. 

Thee first thing that I learned from EP was to lose our nationalism. We were a bunch 

o ff rabid nationalists and we were taught a lot o f things by EPRLF. It was there that we were 

makingg our connections with Leftist ideology. They changed LB machang, radically. I 

changedd completely, it was a metamorphosis. So machang, it er actually...certain things I 

learnedd wi l l always follow me, I wi l l never give up. Such as. not being a nationalist, anti-cast, 

alwayss wanting to help other people. And EP buggers machang. say we must become 

survuchshivuadcehalsurvuchshivuadcehal (internationalists) and that is what I believe I have become. And also 1 

think,, had I not been with the movement, I would never have stayed with a white European 

gir l .. The first thing I did was, I took my girt to London and got her to speak to my people on 

thee phone. They were simply amazed and never very happy. However, when I separated my 

elderr sister wrote to me that I shouldn't cheat her (my woman) -because in Sri Lankan history 

itt is invariably the man who cheats. I never had any problems with my brother but there was a 

lott of misunderstanding between me and the rest of my family. I always thought that they 

wouldn' tt understand me. That is why I am looking forward to our next meeting. I am sure the 

currentt wi l l pass easily. 

'Ahikn''Ahikn' who was an LTTE recruit from the same region (Eastern Province) and who belonged to a much 

youngerr generation, had this to say about his initial experience: 

'Ahikn:'Ahikn: In the middle of the eighties I am a teenage boy (+13). Now 1 am 23 [1995]. I am 
veryy young and fresh blooded and get excited very easily. I also watch a lot of movies and I 
likee to play the part of the hero. The majority o f the movies I watch are the struggles between 
villainss and hero, in which the hero wins, through the use of strong weapons or his body 
power.. During the time the news is starting to come out, which was easily reached, o f all the 
organisationss and their newspapers and their radio broadcasting, video copies, which say, that 
Sinhalesee are barbarians, they like to kill Tamils, very badly. For example, in Trincomalee, in 
onee Tamil village a group o f anny went and they saw one lady with a three-month old baby 
andd while laughing they take that baby and they say future 'kotï [Tiger] and they cut the 
throatt and they ki l l . And commonly 1 heard that they raped a lot o f Tamil girls and killed a lot 
o ff Tamil boys. What 1 learned was that the Sinhalese were totally against the Tamils. I attend 
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aa lot o f political classes organised by the groups, EPRLF, TELO. PLOTE. Summary is very 
simplee - once upon a time, Tamils rule this country, then Sinhalese capture this country and 
noww they try to kil l all the Tamils. They call for all the youngsters to defend themselves. At 
thatt time I was also arrested a couple o f times and was treated very badly. I believed the 
storiess and decided to jo in them. I missed the //?om'[boat] to go for EPRLF training and I took 
thee next boat and went for LTTE training. 

Thee above experiential narratives provide graphic, verbatim sample of events, thinking and some o f the 

conflictss existing at the time which shaped individual and collective Tamil paramilitary responses, and 

processess o f identification and identity formation (discussed in Chapter Five), particularly in the eastern 

provincee of Sri Lanka. '2 in general one could imagine that such experiences were similar for most young 

Tamill paramilitaries at the time given a similar set of stimuli that cultivated hatred for the majority Sinhala 

community.. Nevertheless ideological (e.g. contact between Tamil and Sinhala revolutionaries, rudimentary 

socialistt thinking) and socio-regional factors ensured that these particular paramilitaries who are represented in 

thiss text had a different set o f experiences than many of their counterparts in the Jaffna peninsula. The same 

cannott be said today given the LTTE's total hegemony on the ground where there is little space for alternative 

paramilitaryy perspectives. I now represent again in verbatim form a lengthy testimony from Thambf 

pertainingg to a very important unwritten chapter o f Sri Lankan history from the inside out. The riots o f July 

19833 were as I have discussed previously a momentous event, which set the stage f irmly on a militarist 

footing.. 'Thambi ' was the youngest inmate at 15 years in the Wdikada maximum-security prison where Tamil 

politicall prisoners were massacred while many Tamil civilians were being out similar treatment by Sinhalese 

mobs.. His views o f arrest, torture, incarceration, attempted murder and jailbreak are part o f a genre o f 

paramilitaryy tales that never get heard beyond the select few. This is the first occasion that such a tale which is 

I -- For a comprehensive human rights perspective of the war and its impact, see the informative collection of 

workss produced by The University Teacher's for Human Rights (Jaffna). To date the best known works o f the 

UTHRR Collective are Hoole, Somasundaram, Sritheran, and Thiranagama (1992) and UTHR (1994). It must 

bee noted that these works are published at great personal risk to the contributors, as in the case o f Dr. Rajani 

Thiranagamaa who was allegedly murdered by LTTE gunmen. 
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pann o f the politico-cultural fabric o f Tamil paramilitarism being represented verbatim. 

'T/utmhi':'T/utmhi': We used to talk about these things [socialism]. Generally we are talking seriously 

becausee we have enough time. 'Patu Ravi ' , 'Vadivef ('Kottan Raj i f ) . 'Siva' , l V e ! u \ 

'Ganesh'' and myself. I was trying to study [even] inside you know. I was trying to prepare for 

thee A /L exam. My dad. one day he was crying. He never said anything the first day he came 

too visit me. He just gave me a shirt and sarong and went away crying. We are the group. The 

Batticaloaa group was separate. Not much Jaffna boys. Only 'Varadan' and 'AdittaiT. 

'Kutt imani '' and Thanganna' were also there but in a different part, behind the wall . We were 

inn the special section (Magazine prison) and they were in maximum-security (Welikada 

prison). . 

Thosee days [before arrest], there were severe restrictions regarding my movements 

byy my parents. I had to be on time, do my chores and homework to schedule. At that time I 

wass studying A /L , first year. And everything they must know were I am, what 1 do. they 

knoww everything. There is no escape. But I managed to go sometime with the group, I mean 

withh GUES. to help the people in Thambiluvi! area. I don't know the exact name but these 

peoplee were really poor. We managed to clear plots of land in the jungle for these people to 

buildd their houses (only one-day). But our people made a place for cultivation and on the day 

II went there I planted coconut palms for the party CKachchi velaf [party-work]). It was in the 

junglee far away from habitation. Then we started studying there, iyukka puththaham 

(revolutionaryy books). There were only a few books to go around and everyone was grabbing 

att the chance to study. Most o f the books were Soviet publications in Tamil. We were crazy 

aboutt socialism. 

Inn the school, machang, there was a shortage o f maths teachers for the A /L class that 

II was in. So I took the chance to get away from my family. M y father is still upset about that. 

Att this time, I was studying in Karativu at the Vipulananda Maha Vidyalaya. After the first 

yearr o f A/L classes, I moved schools from Karativu to Sivananda Vidyalaya in Batticaloa (35-

400 km away). Then what happened? 1 can't remember the year exactly but GUES organised a 

bigg march (February 1983) in Jaffna. Therefore we worked to produce big posters and 

demonstrations. . 

Thosee days we had an internally active group working under the cover of GUES, 

whichh received monthly news bulletins from the party - the Eelam Peoples Revolutionary 

Liberationn Front (EPRLF) and I was one of them. Under the cover of the GUES protest 

demonstrations,, we set up a seminar series. I f anyone asked us what we were cbing, we would 

replyy and say, "we are organising a protest demonstration for GUES". It was a four or five-

dayy seminar that we organised in a place called Sathurukondawan. 4km north-east o f 

Batticaloaa town, towards Urani. The seminars were held in a church building belonging to the 

Methodistt church. In later years, this piace was known by another name. Manresa. the 

groundss of which was used by the Indian Peace Keeping Force ( IPKF) to set up its eastern 

brigadee headquarters (1987-1990). We were more than forty in all during the seminar. It was 

thee first time I met 'Nabha'. there, with h\ssurruttu [cigar]. uNabha', 'Gunsi ' . 'Varadan' and 

others.. I was given a job to do, that was to get up early morning and get the bread for 

everybody.. I lied to the father in charge of my hostel at Sivananda Vidyalaya. I said that 1 was 

goingg to visit my grandma. I was up at six o' clock and ready to go and get the bread. On the 

firstfirst day, I collected the bread, put it in a big bag and put that on the handlebars of my bicycle 

andd cycled from the bakery in Batticaloa to Sathurukondawan. I came back home after the 
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seminarr to my hostel before my evening curfew deadline of 7:00pm. However, for the next 
day.. I lied to the father and said that my grandma is ill and that therefore I am going to stay 
theree with her for a few days. He believed me and gave me permission to go, because I was a 
goodd boy in school, very quiet and silent. Therefore I went and stayed at Sathurukondawan till 
thee seminars were completed. The seminars were about the political and national struggles a!! 
overr the world (e.g. Nicaragua) as well as on ideology (taught by Puisara). We spent a lot of 
timee about 'Kuttani' (TULF) and other people. Our old Tamil political parties, activities and 
leaders.. Both sides, the good and the bad. We made some notes. Actually they are trying to 
makee us motivate more comrades to join us. We were the persons who were going to get 
moree people to join the party by taking the classes. 'Siva', 'Sharma' and everyone. Then I met 
"Kones'' in that classroom. 

Itt was this boy from Trincomalee who got caught first. He had my address. You 
knoww him, Koneswaran. Aiyoo [exclamation of anguish], 'Kones'...[pause] of course I 
rememberr him, a very nice boy. He was killed no? Sri Lankan Navy killed him. inthe boat. 
Yes.. boat. It was 'Kones' who said that he was going to Thambiluvil-Pottuvil and that he 
wouldd come to see me. It was Saturday and I was going home. I think it was 'Gunsi' who 
gavee 'Kones' a job to do, to transport calendars and posters to our hrling place to the 
cultivationn area in Thambiluvil-Pottuvil. 'Kones' said to me "I am coming back on Saturday, 
cann I meet you?" I said no, that I was going to my home and that he could come and meet me 
there.. So I gave him my address. 

Thenn I went back to the hostel and 'Kones' set off for Thambiluvil-Pottuvil. Then on 
Aprill 4th 1983. police came and surrounded the hostel (with a whimsical little smile). It was 
inn the evening, boys came and told me that the police were looking for me. But I told them to 
goo away because of April Fool's Day, thinking that they were still pulling my leg. I was lying 
inn my bed and talking to a friend when the police came. They handcuffed me immediately 
tookk my baggage and started digging up everything, all over the hostel room floor. They 
searchedd everywhere, trying to documents or anything. They did not ask me a word. I was 
afraidd and did not realise what was going on. After about fifteen minutes search, they asked a 
feww questions from my hostel warden, they put me in a jeep and drove me, handcuffed to a 
bar,, to the Batticaloa police station. Two jeeps and van were used by the police when they 
camee to my hostel. They never touched me you know. No one touched me till 1 was taken to 
Kandy.. In Kandy.pe ucli [massive beating]. 

Thee jeep was parked in front of the Batticaloa police station. Two of them were 
guardingg the jeep I was in, while three others went inside. The other jeep and van went off. 
Alterr 10 or i5 minutes, another jeep joined mine and started in the direction of Manresa. 
Beforee we go there, police had already surrounded the place and arrested all those who had 
remainedd after the seminars. There were twelve of them in all. "Varadan", 'Adittan', 'Ganesh', 
'Vadivel'' ('Kottan Raju'), 'Siva', 'Velu', 'Sri' ('Deva's' 'Buthalingam'), 'Patu Ravi', CC 
"Kumar',, CC 'Mant' (from Thambiluvil), 'Periya Ranjith' and 'Trinco Anil '. 

Thenn they brought all of us to Batticaloa police station, after dark. And they had 
caughtt all poster, banners and other things. We were fourteen in all. Then DIG Mahendran 
comes.. He came and called everyone individually and took some details. He called me right 
(withh a chuckle). In the middle as the fourth or fifthh person. When he saw me he said "Oh, are 
youu the one who was caught by the hostel? What is your nane?" 1 wanted to talk to him but I 
couldd not open my mouth, I don't know why machemg. Then he said, "1 have a child like you, 
whvv do vou do like this?" and then gave me a lecture. After he called me. he said "OK take 
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themm to Kalmunai headquarters. They were caught by Amparai police so take them to 
Kalnumaii  headquarters". Then they take us to Kalmunai and they kept us in two cells the 
wholee day. Then in the morning, they gave us tea and we were transported to Kandy in two 
minii  buses and a jeep to Kandy. We were all handcuffed to a steel bar in the van above our 
heads.. There was an armed police escort. We don't know what it was going to be, we were 
quitee afraid. But we were discussing all the time, we are going to say this and not that, etc. 

Then,, then the adi [beatings]. They brought us all to a police station somewhere in the 
Kandyy area and put three of us in a room. No tea, saapadu [food]. No nothing. We were 
broughtt to the station and lined up outside and they said "Koti enavcT [in Sinhala: 'Tigers' are 
coming]]  and kicked each one of us into the rooms, one by one. We were handcuffed again in 
thee rooms. And whenever one of the police officers came to us. they abused us fully in bad 
languagee and then adi [beating]. Actually the adi [beating] was not so bad. if you compare 
withh fourth floor. Next day early morning they took us to Colombo, fourth floor. When we get 
there,, they asked us to take off all uduppu [clothes], nothing. Then they brought each 
individuallyy to a hall, where there a lot of chairs, tables and this and that. In the corridor there 
wass a big man sitting, with a file and beard. He asked what is your name, looking at the tile 
andd then bang, he grabbed you hard by the balls. Machang it really pained and everyone went 
inn a crouch holding our [own] balls. Amathi [secretly] machang. full. Then we were asked to 
sitt facing the wall and then we were handcuffed to chairs and table legs. Blgkottan [pieces of 
wood]]  machang, the kathirai kaal [chair legs]. Most of the time they are coming and kicking. 
Thenn they took us individually into a room. Adi [whack], then begins from there. I can't 
rememberr how many times they hit me. Kicking, beating with a bigthadi [stick]. Every time, 
whenn anyone comes in, we are ready to get a kick. I saw that 'Siva' was bleeding. 'Mani' is 
crying.. I had a bit less than them because I am not in the way, a bit far from them. And 1 can 
hearr the noise, everyone getting hit. 1 was full-scared machang. Then my turn comes. 
Someonee comes and grabs me by the hair and drags me into the room One big bugger was 
sittingg on a table in the room machang and he got me to sit on the chair with the help of the 
guyy who brought me. There was also another guy standing by. I sat on the chair and the big 
buggerr put his feet on my shoulders and asked me questions. He can speak very well, Tamil. I 
alsoo saw a few S-lon (PVC) pipes, kathirai kaal [chair legs], kuiru [rope] and a wire 
machang.machang. And they are eating biscuits machang. 1 have seen drops of blood all over the place. 
Thee thing is. we already prepared in what we wanted to say. I was full scared, me. And then 
hee kept asking me the questions. When we start I kept looking at him and then he gave me a 
kickk and I went tumbling. Because they want to scare me more. The other guy lifted me up. 
Hee kept asking me questions. I answered everything, mostly. Sometimes in the middle they 
wouldd interrupt me and then drag me in circles all over the room. Every time I was shivering 
theyy gave me a kicking and banging me with big books and a pole machang. Once I thought 
thatt my leg was broken. I don't know how long I was questioned but finally ! am not in a very 
goodd condition. 1 couldn't even stand up. Most of the time my answer is yes to questions 
aboutt whether I did this or that. 1 know that if I said no, what I would ga. There is no other 
wayy machung. Still, ! have the marks on my \egsmachang. 

Thenn machang, finished. I can't get up, stand up or walk. They carried me and took 
mee to a room. Already, there were two or three of our boys there. Then next day. Until 
morningg we were still handcuffed to chairs. Next day early morning they another two people. 
Youu know who? 'Panagoda Maheswaran's' brother and an old man. his uncle, These two 
weree brought because 'Panagoda Maheswaran' had escaped in the night. And they were 
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severelyy beaten. They banged that old guy machang on the wall. He was looking through the 
windoww machang towards the port, you know kappul [ships] and this and that. I saw, then one 
guyy came and banged him against the wall . Paw [sin] machang, nakiya [old man] no? In the 
middlee they took us to a room and asked us to sign a document. So, whole day no sleep 
machang,machang, only acli [beatings] and no mutharam [urination]. We were afraid to do mutharam 
[urinate]] thinking that they might ki!l us. We did not ask a word. Next day morning we did 
mutharammutharam [urination]. This (face) all bung (swollen to double its size) machang. After the 
beatings,, we continuously were passing blood when we were doing mutharam [urinating]. 
Becausee they hit us in the kolta [testicles], they hit us everywhere. They gave me a few bangs 
heree machang (pointing to his kidneys). You know machang, when you pain everywhere, you 
can'tt feel after that. So i f anyone adicha [hits], you can't feel it. The next day between 8:00 
andd 10:00, they took us to a judge's house and I think some legal documents were signed or 
authorised.. And from there they took us to the Magazine prison. 

Inn the prison, no acli [beating]. I forgot one other name. 'Thanabal'. He was also in 
thee Magazine but in another case. 'ThanabaF and 'Thanga Mahendran' and two other 
Kandanaa boys were already there in another section. They were called the KandanaKuttiya 
[inn Sinhala: group]. They (The prison warders and everyone else) called Thanabal ' 'Podi 
Kutt imani '' or 'Sinna Kuttimani' [small 'Kutt imani ' ] , because he looked like 'Kut t imani ' . 
Thenn machang our prison life started. 

Julyy riots [1983] started and we heard the noise o f people shouting behind the wal l , as 
wel ll as lorries travelling outside with people shouting in them. In our section the problem 
startedd at the bathing place. 'Thanabal' was hammered by Sinhala inmates with a bucket. 
Thenn we reported to the jailers. Thereafter, the jailers came to serve us food around six o ' 
clockk in the evening. It was unusual the way they served the meal on tlis occasion. They first 
askedd everyone to line and then said enna [in Sinhala: come], one by one. The quantities 
beingg served was also little. So, Thangamahendran' put a shout and one of the jailers gave 
himm a kick. The situation did not seem to be too good. We also did not know about the trouble 
insidee the maximum-security Welikada prison. Suddenly, they came and separated us and 
tookk us to single cells, three to a cell. 'Thanabal', 'Rav i ' and 1 were in one cell. Then we saw 
armedd guards running here and there. And guards are looking here and there in a frightened 
manner.. Then we heard shouting and screaming and banging o f stee! and other noises from 
behindd the wall in Welikada. Then we know something is going all. We also heard somevedi 
chatlumchatlum [gun shots]. Then a helicopter arrived. 'Thanabal* had some good friends among the 
guards.. Suddenly one of them came and said to 'Thanabal', "Kuttimani ivarai" [in Sinhala: 
'Kutt imani"" is finished]. Then we asked what happened and he said " o h " and told the story, 
givingg details how the Tamil political prisoners had been attacked and killed by the Sinhala 
criminall inmates. At first he said that all o f them had been killed. After a few minutes he said 
thatt some o f them were alive. It is nightt ime machang, so we know that the same was going 
too happen to us. Thepayam [fear] machang is the sagara payam [ocean o f fear], Thepayam 
[fear]] is that we are going to get kil led for sure, today, any time. The food was piled up there 
inn front o f us but we never eat, the whole night. I just lay there on my back on the floor 
lookingg at the roof. Helpless no? There is nothing we can do in the cell. They took away 
everything.. There was only the muththaram [urine] bucket, sapadit [food] and some books. 
Theyy took away everything else, uduppu [clothes] and all. The fol lowing day we sat in the 
cell.. There were severe restrictions and no one came to see us apart from giving us food. We 
didd not know anything. The fol lowing day, we heard the same noise like that. I can't 
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rememberr what time it was. Then suddenly the Magazine prison commissioner arrived and 

said,, "Okay everyone get ready, we are moving now". He is a very nice man and we like him. 

II lis name was Gunaratna [sic] or something like that, a Burgher guy. He always help us 

becausee he can understand the difference. He knows that we are good guys. He came around 

tenn o'clock in the night. He said, don't take any belongings but everyone get ready. Then 

guardss came to the cells and handcuffed us two by two. From where we started, there were 

twoo rows of guards standing with batons on either side, ti l l the entrance. There was ful l 

security.. He made those arrangements. They hurried us up and put us in two hiring vans. Then 

withh an army escort of two jeeps and two lorries in front o f us, the vans took off. 

'Vamadevan'' (PLOTE, you know machang) and I were handcuffed together. The vans drove 

too Galle Face and stopped there. I thought, this was it, they are going to shoot us now and put 

uss into the sea. I really thought that. Yoga and them came afterwards. Then after two or three 

minutess the vans started moving towards Negombo, with the same escort. We were talking, 

hi.su,hi.su, kiLsu [whisper, whisper] all the time. 'Vaman' was with me no? He knew all the places. 

Hee even told me, they are going to shoot us now and put us in the sea, when we had stopped 

att Galle Face. So the vans finally came to a stop at the Katunaike Air Force base. After some 

timee the Welikada prisoners were brought in one van. Whoever was left alive. But not 

'Ni rmala ' .. 'Nirmala' came by another jeep machang. We were talking, 'Nirmala' got kil led 

andd then she arrived. They put some o f those prisoners in the vans. Then from around twelve 

mid-nightt we were all shut in the vans, three in all, t i l l ten in the morning the fol lowing day. 

Youu know how much body heat there was machang? The windows were shut and everyone 

wass paycim [afraid] and sweating. No muthiharam [urinating] machang. 'Vaman' was next to 

me.. You know what we did? We all pissed into one or two plastic bags and we passed them 

aroundd and finally hid them under the carpets. The vans were parked in an H formation. My 

vann was in the middle and the two other vans were parked sideways across the front and back 

o ff our van. And there were two army jeeps parked in the front and back of each of those two 

vans.. There were three guard dogs around this H formation, which was surrounded by three 

ringss of ful ly armed soldiers in combat gear. We were too scared to ask them anything, even 

too pass muthiharam [urine]. We knew that i f we stepped outside we would have been in 

terriblee trouble. 

'Vamadevan'' is next to me machang and the army people know about 'Vamadevan'. 

Thatt he was taken to the trial and everything and that he was 'Chelvanayakam's' driver and 

onee of the PLOTE leaders. He was the guy who was involved in the ki l l ing of 'Bast ianpi l la i ' . 

Fiee is a lean guy machang and somehow a little bit different looking. Unfortunately I am 

handcuffedd to him. He was sitting by the window and 1 was sitting by the aisle. Suddenly a 

feww of the soldiers came and asked in bloody thusanam [f i l thy language] machang, whether 

hee was 'Vamadevan'. He said no. Suddenly one o f them opened the window from outside and 

gavee a nulla adi [solid whack] with the butt o f his arms. Then 'Vamadevan' said. 'Thambi', 

pleasee come this side, towards the window side. And because we were handcuffed together, 

wee had 1 had to stay for a long time with my right arm twisted behind my back. How long do 

youu think that you can stay like that? From after midnight t i l l morning. 

Wee were more than forty in all and we were transported to Batticaloa it two air force 

planes.. 'Yoga ' came the next day, because machang, 'Yoga ' was hammered and thought to 

bee dead. His body was thrown in a truck along with the other bodies to be taken away to the 

crematorium.. It was at this point that the prison guards realise that he was not dead. He was 

broughtt with a huge bandage over his head. He had been axed on his skull and his face was 
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badlyy swollen because of beatings. And 'Somu machang, he also survived no? Ultimately lie 
wass with a shaving razor and knife wanting to cut his own throat, because he did not want 
anyonee to else to kil l him. 

Thee planes took o f f around 11 o ' clock and we did not know where we were being 
taken.. When we landed, we realised we were in Batticaloa, and then only we had an immense 
sensee o f relief. We still thought that they would take us to a camp but they brought us to the 
Batticaloaa prison. In the Batticaloa prison no problem machang. We had enough food coming 
everyy day. Tamil jai l guards were very helpful to us. We were in Batticaloa for around two to 
threee months before the jailbreak took place. 

'Gunsi '' did the major part of organising the jailbreak. PLOTE was also involved. 
'Gunsi '' passed two pistols in the sapadu [food] parcels. The jail-guards even brought two 
periyaperiya alavangu [big crowbars] machang. One guy he put it down the whole o f his shit and 
trouserr and was walking in a funny way. He came to us and bent forward while we pulled the 
aluvungualuvungu [crowbar] out from its hiding place. Then we decide the date and 'Gunsi ' and others 
arrangedd the logistics (e.g. sapadu [ food], b\g panai [pots], arasi mulai [rice sacks], some 
pipee grenades tilled with gelignite, a few shotguns and three 'Gandhiam' vans from the 
PLOTE).. A l l in all for the jailbreak itself (from the inside) there was only two pistols and one 
shotgun.. On the outside there were three shotguns and lots ofcheena vedi [firecrackers]. We 
alsoo made some kalhlhis [knives] from the aluminiumpathatharas [plates] we were given for 
sapadusapadu [food]. Everyone was given work to do. We were allowed a radio, which we put loud 
andd then we cut the kambi [wires]. When we have of f time to go to take a bath and everything, 
andd then i f no one is there we are doing the cutting business. Afterwards we put chewinggum 
andd made it dirty. You know where we did the cutting? Where the bars met the metal plate, so 
noo one can see. And we even made a mock firearm machang, from sereppu [slippers] and an 
S-lonn [PVC] pipe. I made a nice gun machang. With cigarette papers and everything. A 
revolver.. And machang. mechanic 'Thilagan' used to always go out and come back. He was a 
longg time prisoner at Batticaloa and was allowed to go out to do prison work and come back. 
Hee copied the keys to saukaram [soap] and made keys for the main door and for 'Nirmala 
A k k a VV door. So we are all ready. Time and everything was fixed before hand. 

Wee are passing the messages over the walls. Big wall machang. 'Gunsi ' and all are 
onn the other side and they wrap messages on\o kail u [stones] and throw them over to us. The 
guardss picked them up and pass them to us. We did the same. Then machang, the time to 
movee came. The guards came to give us food and we were all ready, everyone had put one 
trouserss and everything. 'Varadan" and other were given a job to do in a different section, to 
catchh the Sinhala guards and put plaster over their mouths. And me and 'Thanabaf were 
givenn the job to catch two sentries. Those old Tamil guys machang, they wouldn't do 
anything.. We were to hold them and put plaster on their mouths and then move. It was like a 
moviee machang. But at the actual moment everything did not go exactly according to plan. It 
hass gone differently machang. Everyone came out from the prison machang. We were 
supposedd not to make noise and all but everyone came, making huge noise and some o f the 
thirdd floor prisoners were even jumping from there to the ground. It was like a movie 
machang.machang. I am walking with the sereppu [slipper] gun machang and the tip is shaking. Then 
whenn I was walking I came across somebody and I said "adai poththada vaya" [yo shut your 
mouth],, because we wanted to make them quiet. And then to see it was our 'Lebanon' 
machang.machang. He is my old friend from Karativu. He said please take me with you. He was there 
forr criminal things. Apparently he became atholar [comrade] afterwards. 1 had no time to talk 
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too him. Just running here and there. 

Thenn I went to the main gate machang, finally. 'Douglas1 got the key tor 'Nirmala 

Akka '' and 'Panagoda Maheswaran' got the key for the main door. "VeLf and me went to 

breakk the lock and chain securing the firearms o f the prison guards. Later another guy also 

camee to help us and we finally managed to take two or three shotguns. Then the first prisoner 

too step out was 'Panagoda Maheswaran'. We were behind him. As he did so, he saw an Air 

Forcee jeep coming towards the prison. Then he shut the door and came back inside. The Air 

Forcee were patrolling the road and would be returning shortly. After a few minutes he went 

outt again and gave the signal for the three vans to come up and pick us up. One blue, one 

yelloww and red and the other was blue and something. You can't see everything at the time, 

sincee it was dark at the time. We just hopped in, a full load and took off. You know what the 

PLOTEE people did, they were trying to get their people only in the vans. They were saying 

"cngada"cngada akal va, engada akal va" [our people come, our people come]. Machang we did 

everythingg and their mentality was to get their people only in the van. They were very keen to 

doo this. Some people got mixed though but most people got on. But 'Varadan' and a few 

peoplee were missed because they were late. They went another way and crossed the river 

(Batticaloaa river behind the town). From there our people had helped them. They joined us 

fourr days later somewhere in the middle o f Trinco. The vans left without them because the 

driverss were afraid that the Air Force jeep would be returning. A few o f our boys who came 

forr the getaway did not come with us. They went away by another route. One l ie way we 

passedd the Air Force jeep on its return leg. I am sure that they knew something was going on 

butt they did not stop us. I don't know why. Some o f the boys were saying. Air Force coming 

andd then we were passing them. Of course we had a few shotguns with us. "Gunsi' came with 

uss t i l l we got on the boats. He had arranged for 'V i su ' and others from Trinco to meet us in 

Vallayaravuu with two boats. 'Gunsi ' sent us of f and then left from there. He walked from 

theree and disappeared. 1 don't know how he got back. Everything was prepared for us on the 

boats,, food and everything. After a few hours they dropped us in a jungle area and the boats 

wentt off. Somewhere north of Pasikuda. 

Thenn we had two disabled people with us. Both were from PLOTE, Taranthan 

Rajan'' and the other was 'Arasu1. We made two stretchers for them with wood and sarongs. 

Thenn we move. Moving in the jungle, I don't know where. We walked always through the 

night.. During daybreak we would find a suitable place in the jungle and stop. We would put 

twoo or three sentries. Daytime we would be cooking eating and collecting water. After six 

sevenn o' clock it is dark, then we move. After a few days we come to Vakarai. In Vakarai, we 

desperatelyy need medicine machang for those two people. Then we went to a midwife's 

home.. That is one o f my friend's house. Later on machang I heard that he went to LTTE, the 

boy.. Actually, only two persons went there not me. We got medicine from there. 1 have to say 

nothingg machang. I am just a little boy in the group. Tliere are not taking me everywhere they 

go.. We continued from there and after a few days we reached Tnncomalee. Before we 

reachedd Trinco machang, sapadu Me [no food] machang, no water, no nothing. We were 

walkingg nearly 40 miles a day with little or no sapadu [food]. More than twelve hours a day, 

non-stop.. Our feet were all swollen. I am not familiar with walking like that. 1 can remember 

onee thing, before Kinniya, once I lie down machang and said "no, I am not coming. Let me lie 

downn her and die". Finally at Kinniya we drank water at the seven wells and then kept going 

onn ti l l Trinco. In the kaadu [jungle] machang, we drink a few nasty things. You know there 

aree little puddles o f water left in the footprints o f elephants. Where there are these little frogs. 
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II remember this very well . I filled a bottle of this water, frogs and all I filtered the frogs and 
otherr rubbish out with my mouth. Then we also found water trees. You know water trees? 
Thosee vines which you cut and drink? Yes machang, we had a few o f them But that is not 
enoughh machang, we were walking miles and sweating a lot. In the middle of the way a lot o f 
thingss happened, I can remember that. Because I suffered a lot during that march. In the 
middlee o f the way, 'Somu' said, while we were walking through the hardened mud from the 
bundss of abandoned paddy fields, that one day i f he was to write about the march he would 
dedicatee two whole pages for it. They were hard like needles. 

Thenn we are in the middle of Trinco. You know, 'Vaman' is a bastard madiang. You 
knoww he kil led one o f the guys who was with us in the Magazine, a convicted Tamil criminal 
inmate.. You know the guy who was murdered, he was with us in the jailbreak and in fact he 
evenn carried a soththi [disabled] guy, a leader for ENDLF 'Paranthan Rajan', along with some 
otherss and me on the way. Bloody 'Rajan', he is another bastard. But when we were in 
Trinco,, 'Vaman' said "we don't want to take criminals with us" and he killed him. He stabbed 
himm with a bayonet. A friend o f mine, who was in PLOTE and then later joined us, you 
rememberr the guy who gave training? The one who was in the Malai [hi l l ] camp? Yes. 
Apparentlyy he was on sentry duty when we in the middle of Trincomalee, where there was a 
PLOTEE base. 'Vaman' came and said you go inside and then with a bayonet, he had stabbed 
thatt guy after putting him on the ground, to death. He was the guy machang, who was 
involvedd with the PLOTE dumpings. 

Inn Trinco, it was the parting of the ways between the PLOTE and EPRLF parties. 
'Vaman ' .. 'Mannikkadasan' and other PLOTE guys said, that i f we wanted we could jo in 
themm in their base but that we would have to hand over out weapons before we could do that. 
Howw do you like that machang? The mentality of these guys in those days. Domination. So 
ourr people said, no we are not coming and went to a different place. Normal people our very 
helpfull over there. We had a number of friends who came to help us, ' A r u l ' and others, who 
weree from Trinco and they were very helpful machang. They brought us cooked meals and 
everything.. 'Senthi l ' came and joined us in Trinco. He had made arrangements for us over 
there,, he came to see how things were getting on and brought us some guides to help us from 
thereon.. Afterwards he left again. From Trinco, after 17 days o f noivstop night-time walking 
wee reached Vettilaikerny. Then mechanic 'Thilagan' (his original name is Henry, he is a 
burgerr no?) and two others went and brought a lorry with panagkottaï [palmyrah root]. We 
unloadd that (ful l) load of panagkottai [palmyrah root] and then hop in. After that we went to 
Palalyy by night. There two boats were full ready for LIS. 'Senthil ' arranged everything for us 
andd was waiting for us. 'My l idd i Gnanam', 'Rajan' and a few o f them, our palaya otti's [old 
boatmen]] were there for us. Two boats were ever ready. After a few hours boat ride, 
everythingg was all right. They even had food and other things for us in the boats. We landed 
nearr Vedaraniyam-Kodaikanai. Then we went and reported to the police, because machang, 
wee had to carry our arms no? Shotguns, revolvers, pistols. There was no problem. Then we 
movedd to 'Stalin Anna'. 'SG' [secretary-general Pathmanaba] joined us in Vedaraniyam. He 
tookk us to 'Anna' . Then they treated us very well after that. Then we gave some publicity for 
this,, because we need to show who we are isn't it? So statements for the newspapers and radio 
etc.. Politica! parties give us a place (a big building) to live and organised our food and things. 
Somee people treat us veiy well you know. It was a good breakthrough machang. People were 
wantingg to help us. Until that, Indian people know these people using the word 'Eelam 
liberation'' for smuggling. Because that was what thepuligal [Tigers] were doing. So after that 
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peoplee got a good exposure. Thereafter Kumbakonam became a base for us. People were 

evenn inviting us over to their homes for meals and things like that. Thereafter. I went for 

Indiann training and this and that, along with the rest of the Batticaloa group who was in the 

Magazinee [prison]. We trying to get all our contacts secure in Kumbakonam in order to 

establishh the party. And somehow we succeeded in that. We got the chance to go to training, 

soo we went in the first batch. 'Sinnavan' and others had already got training from Lebanon. 

Theyy were setting up a training programme for new recruits and was busy with that. In the 

Sivapuramm camp, we were always having classes and other things and we were in a very good 

formationn machang. 

Ass far as your 'identity formation' goes machang, it begins wi th a restricted student 

attendingg demonstrations and classes, the arrest, the fear of torture, then prison. Thereafter the 

jailbreak,, the difficulties on the march and finally the heroes welcome in Tamil Nadu. That 

wass your high point. Then you felt along with the other that you could do anything. Yes 

machang,machang, and by then we also heard about the activities of your group and that some o f your 

peoplee were coming over for training. We were always talking about these things. We believe 

machangmachang that we are the only ones in the proper formation and that the others because they 

aree only the hero-type they would be digging their own graves - which in fact they are doing 

evenn now [meaning paramilitaries from the LTTE]. 

[Machang,[Machang, you guys were great guys 'Tliambi',  so early]. We were not early, there 

weree others before us. [Yes, but they were inuvaadee  [chauvinists|, you all were not]. Yes, 

thatt is true actually EP played a big role, a very big role. But they spoilt it, with these 

kidnappingss and things like that. It begins with 'DevaV velayutu [games]. 

[Weree you surprised to find Sinhalese in Madras?] No machang, I was expecting 

that.. You see we had contacts before, Upali Cooray, Dayan and Pulsara came and gave us 

lectures.. Pulsara gave us lectures, then I knew, yes, we are going to make tie socialist 

revolution! ! 

Welll machang looking at you and the way things went, there have been, as in all o f 

us,, some things that changed and some things that have endured. In those days, 1 don't think 

thatt 1 am going to be a big part of that struggle but 1 am happy to be a part o f that. We believe 

thatt we are going to be part o f the liberation struggle and that we were going to liberate Eelam 

withh your help. We strongly believe that. I can't say that the identity that we had then, is 

completelyy gone now. Because we are the people who had these ideas and however things 

wentt we still have those ideas now. Maybe they go differently now but we definitely plant the 

ideas,, some seeds to grow up, maybe among the next generation. We even caught some new 

peoplee and gave training to them. I mean TNA, but even among them, a few of them wi l l have 

thosee ideas. T N A is a mistake, of course it is. we had our internal contradictions about it and 

unfortunatelyy the party decide to go ahead with the idea. It cost us a fortune. 

Ass we have examined thus far Tamil nationalism has evolved and mutated as pail and parcel o f Sri Lanka's 

tragicc histories o f conflict at times consuming the young paramilitaries in the fire of internecine warfare. I now 

representt the testimony o f 'Bhaskaraif pertaining to his view o f events that led to the L I T E becoming the 

hegemonicc Tamil paramilitary organisation. 
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'Bha.skaran'':: With all the changes taking place in the Eelam national liberation struggle, such 
ass the attacks by the LTTE on the TELO and EPRLF in 1986 and the killings of our own 
Lebanon-trainedd comrades prior to these events, as well as the regional problems within the 
runningg o f the EPRLF, 1 felt very sad. Because at that time we haven't got enough arms as a 
resultt o f the regional problem caused by Douglas, we could not resist the attacks by the 
Tigers.. I began to hate the Tigers along with all the others who had suffered at their hands. 
Afterr 1986 we stopped fighting against the government because we couldn't do that and we 
begann to eventually Fight the Tigers who became the main enemy. I can't forget all the 
incidentss but I have somehow forgotten the impressions that I had at the time. It became 
importantt for us to win in our fight against the LTTE. 

Whenn I was first involved in operations and there were human casualties, I had no 
sympathyy because they were our enemies and had to be destroyed. Now when I think back 
uponn those events, I feel sad, that people had to lose their lives in vain, whether they be 
comradess or enemies. In war time there is no good or bad. There is only bad. As far as the 
cadress o f the Tigers who have been involved in acts o f mass murder (stabbing and hacking to 
deathh o f villagers) are concerned, they have been taught that through the ki l l ing of people they 
cann achieve their objectives. Even we were taught when we got Indian training, that i f one o f 
ourr comrades were killed that we should kill five people from the enemy side. However, in 
ourr party, it was politics that determined our actions and we were told not to ki l l innocent 
people.. In the LTTE the kil l ing of enemies has long been their dr iving force. I think that 
however,, that i f these LTTE cadres get to live as long as we have, some o f them too wi l l 
regrett their actions. They wi l l be able to do so, only once they have been able to escape from 
thee grip o f the LTTE's ideology and look back at their past actions from without. I also think 
thatt these mass murderer-types need help i f and when peace comes. 1 hope that there wi l l be 
somee organisations who wil l help them. I think that i f they do not get help, that such people 
mayy get into the business of kil l ing whenever they become angry. 

Forr example, when I came to England from Sri Lanka, the anger I felt at the 
beginningg is not the same as what I feel now. In the beginning wren I went to work in a 
restaurant,, there was very hard work and couldn't speak English very well . There was far too 
muchh work, because we did not know English very well. So we had no choice but to stick it 
outt despite the hard conditions. I was told immediately after finishing a job to get onto the 
nextt and so no. Therefore I used to get angry very much because our employers were cheating 
uss and at these moments, I wanted to do something violently. The reason being, in Sri Lanka, 
wee came out o f a violent situation, and in our minds we had a high opinion o f ourselves as 
formerr liberation fighters. Being in a violent situation back home, it was always easy to resort 
too violent action, to sort out our frustrations. 

Now.. 1 have cooled down a lot because the living situation has changed and we are 
thinkingg in a different way. Therefore, in order to sort out the frustrations and traumas of the 
masss murderers from the LTTE. their l iving situations must also change so that they can have 
thee opportunity to cool down. And given the nature o f their organisation and the type o f 
strugglee they waged, they wi l i definitely need professional help too. A change in the living 
situationn involves financial help to set up their own livelihoods, as well as a conducive 
environmentt that wil l help them cool down. In other words, their contact with the violent 
policiess and tactics of the LTTE must come to an end. Without this o f course, these young 
personss wi l l continue to do violent actions, that they would in different circumstances, live to 
regret. . 
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Youu know machang. I wanted to forget because I hate the fighting and other things. 
PorulumPorulum vernclaam [No more struggle]. Especially maehang because o f ki l l ing each other. 
Internall problems. But you never let us forget. You come back to us every year and remind 
us. . 

Ass illustrated by these paramilitary narratives, the fragmentation and derailment of a united Eelam national 

liberationn struggle led to revenge/counter-revenge killings became a substitute in the era of action. And this is 

aa direct consequence of disunity in struggle. Alienation and isolation o f the LTTE, and operating according to 

thee dictates of 'my enemy's enemy is my friend' syndrome became in the gaze o f anti-LTTE Tamil 

paramilitariess o f paramount importance, superseding nationalist struggle. On the part o f the LTTE it became 

partt o f a war on two fronts with spoils o f victory on this battlefield being their sole preserve. This has led to the 

endurancee of Tamil nationalism in a variety o f forms, at odds with each other, with tremendous impact on 

processess o f identification and collective political identity formation. It has also led to the exil ing o f Tamil 

paramilitariess and the development o f sizeable Tamil Diasporas in Europe, North America and Australasia, 

ExigenciesExigencies of Diasporic Life 

Thiss last section o f experiential narratives is quite pertinent to ongoing debates regarding immigration 

policiess especially concerning asylum-seekers in Europe and other developed countries. Policymakers in 

debatee the whole issue o f illegal immigration, which has become a burgeoning business. And it is alleged 

thatt in the case of the LTTE much o f its substantial revenue is drawn from this particular source. Having 

examinedd the workings o f the Immigratie Dienst ( Immigrat ion Department) and Ministerie van .histitie 

(Minist ryy o f Justice) while in The Netherlands, I can confidently state something, which is often voiced but 

neverr really publicised in these bureaucratic halls o f power. That is, however much o f extra budgetary 

resourcess or policing methods are introduced, the 'problem' o f illegal immigration wi l l never disappear. 

Ratherr an\ attempts at redressing this situation nutst involve constructive engagement wi th processes o f 

confl ictt management and conflict resolution ut source in the deeply divided societies where many i f not 
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mostt asylum-seekers originate. And it is criminal for policymakers to have to sit on their hands and wait for 

tragicc events to unfold as a result of a lack of political will on the part of legislators. In the classic case of 

thee Balkans, across Europe officers of immigration services in particular knew very well that the region was 

goingg to implode with phenomenal negative consequences for the civilian populations, but nothing was 

donedone about it. The experiential narratives represented below are another side of this coin, where failure to 

actact pre-emptively has led to the introduction of newcomers into what can be pretty daunting and even 

hostilee environments - in the face of institutionalised racism and its civilian counterpart. The narratives 

beloww record how a select group of Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile has developed effective coping-

mechanismss despite the odds. 

'Bhaskaran':: T began my political identity as an Eelam Thamil liberation tighter. Now I 
can'tt even live in Eelam. thanks to the Tigers. Now I am different- worrying about money 
andd how to protect the site and to stop the thieves, cleaning and maintaining records for the 
Savee management. So what is my identity? I am a Tamil but the English people not respect 
uss and I cannot call myself as a Tamil. They call us "Pakis", "Dirty Pakis". They give us 
troublee all the time and tell us all the time to "Go back to your country, don't stay here". So 
becausee of that, I think that our country is better. Unfortunately, we can't stay there. So my 
presentt identity is that of an unwanted refugee. My being iii the iyakkam [movement] has 
helpedd me tremendously to survive in this country and face the daily harassment of white 
andd black English racists. In fact in London, the black on black racism is terrible. When we 
workk at the petrol stations, we are constantly harassed by the activities of thieves- nicking 
things,, putting petrol and running away. If we say anything, they say "Paki fuck off ' . My 
formerr training as a paramilitary has helped me to fight with them at times without being 
afraid.. Apart from that, there is also the support that I get from my comrades (thoUirhalj, 
whoo have also managed to come to London as exiles. We all live together and share a 
communall life, like we did when we were back home in the hyakkam [movement]. This 
hass given us confidence and reduced our financial burdens as well. Sharing as we always 
havee is not a new experience, it gives us strength and sustenance. Therefore, when I say my 
identityy is that of an unwanted refugee, there is also another identity, which helps me 
survive.. My communal identity as an ex-paramilitary from the eastern province, 
particularlyy from the village of Karativu, who belonged to the EPRLF. This is what has 
helpedd me to survive in this country. 

MachangMachang it was very difficult to come here. We came via Benin. Togo and Nigeria. 
Thee travel agent tried to cheat us there and only after putting kachal [trouble] that we were 
ablee to come here. There were already 15 people in Togo when we arrived, we were the last 
batch.. The travel agent said that we must wait a long time before we could move. Actually it 
tookk us three months before we finally were able to make it. When 'Siraap' and I arrived in 
Africa,, the travel agent Nalliah took our passports and a total of US$3,000 Thomas Cook's 
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travellerss checks. So alter that we stayed one week in Benin in an old house like one of EP 
camps.. There is not enough beds, so we slept on the floor. We used to cook our meals too. 
Onee week later we were sent to Ghana. There was another travel agent there who came to the 
Ghana-Togoo border to meet us. He took LIS to another lodge, where the lodgers were only Sri 
Lankan.. There were only a few rooms and in every room there were I S20 would be Sri 
Lankann Tamil refugees. There were a total of more than 150 there. Everyone hoping to make 
itt to Europe. Every day we used to go to the travel agent's (separate) room and enquire when 
wee were going to depart. He always said, "next week I will send you, definitely". The other 
boyss who were there (three or four girls too but I never speak to them) said that they had been 
theree for over six months with no sign of any movement. Also over there, there was no milk 
inn the tea. insufficient food, the quality was bad (like campsamayal [cooking] - you have to 
standd in a line and get served onto a plate and why the hell should we? We had not paid 
moneyy to do this, we could have easily stayed with the EP). We were also not allowed to go 
outt or stay by the roadside. If we want to go to a shop oranywhere we had to get permission 
fromm the travel agent. So we got angry and we would go out whenever we wanted to. We 
neverr got any permission from hirn. After that we told him that within two weeks you have to 
sendd us or we are going back to Sri Lanka, if not give us back our passports and travellers 
checks.. He said, I have only got your passports, Nalliah is the one who has the travellers 
checks.. Two weeks later we decided to go back, we thought that there is no point to stay here, 
becausee he is going to cheat us. Afterwards, we told him, we must go today. So, 'Siraap' and I 
tookk two knives from the kitchen and broke two chairs in the lodge (violent veelai thaaneel 
[violentt action no?]) and told that we have to go today to see Nalliah and we have to go bxk 
too Sri Lanka. All the other fellows are afraid to look at us. We also told him that we know 
yourr house and family in Colombo and that we were going to kill them when we got there. He 
wass so afraid that he told, okay calm down, I will get you to Nalliah. He then telephoned a 
taxii  and took us to Togo. Nalliah was there on the border and he took us to the house we were 
inn before. The same people were there. Afterwards, Nalliah to us to the hotel he was staying in 
(aa very comfortable one) and told us, that I will send you to London in a week. Please don't 
doo anything. That was because we caught him and hammered him in his room. He took the 
phonee and said I will cal! the police, and we said please do, that we would tell them the whole 
story.. Then he put the plione down. The reason that we hammered him was because we had 
askedd him to give us our travellers cheques. He said I don't have them, because he had 
actuallyy cashed them and taken the money. That was how he was living so comfortably. One 
weekk passed and nothing happened. When we asked him, he said next week, since somebody 
wentt to see the airport, because somebody went to Nigeria. If everything is okay. I will take 
youu there. One week later the other travel agent came and the two of them took us to Nigeria 
viaa Benin. We arrived in Benin by a taxi and stayed there for three days in a taxi. After three 
dayss we went to Nigeria again by taxi. In Nigeria we stayed two days in a five-star hotel, 
beforee we took a direct flight to London, where we asked for political asylum. The other 
peoplee stayed back. 

AppudiyeAppudiye story naltam] [so far the story is great!] I can say those easily. After we 
camee here, there was no one to receive us here. A friend of mine had given an address when 1 
wass in Sri Lanka, that there would be a person who would receive us here. Unfortunately, we 
lostt the address. In Africa, we met another friend of ours who was waiting for passage to 
England.. He was also a former EPRLF member, 'Pattuwan', a locally trained (from Jaffna) 
paramilitary.. He had also given us a telephone number and name of a man Bala, also from 
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Jarïha,, whom we could contact. When we phoned, he came to receive us at Terminal 4, 
Heathroww Airport. At first he said that he did not know us, and that was true. Afterwards, he 
camee to see us and said that I can't receive you because it is a problem for me, so you should 
contactt the Tamil Refugee Council (TRC) and they wil l receive you and give you 
accommodation.. We told him that i f he want money to cover his expenses, that we would pay 
himm later on - since he had complained that because he came to see us, he was not able to go 
too work - but to please receive us. Anyway he received us and took us out o f the Terminal 4 
detentionn centre at around 19:00 hours, on the 1st o f December 1990. It was \ery cold at the 
timee and we did not have any jackets or jumpers to keep ourselves warm. We did not bring 
anyy clothes with us because the travel agent in Sri Lanka had told us that we could take only 
twoo shirts, a sarong and a towel, all packed into a briefcase with us. We did not know the 
workingss of agents before, so we duly followed instructions. With Bala, there was also his 
machanymachany David. David came because he had a house and wanted roommates in order to pay 
thee rent to the landlord. We did not know tha David made money from renting out apartments 
andd then re-rcnting them to unsuspecting new arrivals at higher rents. After that we went to 
Bala'ss house where we had a meal and then we moved to 112. Conisborough Crescent in 
Catt ford. Some of our friends still rent this house but not from David. They rent it direct from 
thee landlord now. This house had been uninhabited before our arrival for at least six months. 
Theree were no carpets, some very old beds, no central heating, no curtains, no wallpaper. 
Theree were also no utensils in which we could cook-in. There was an old cooker and fridge. 
Thee bed was a bloody mess when we arrived and not one in which we could sleep in. On the 
tlrstt day, the two of us slept on two broken down settees. David buggered o f f and wespent a 
veryy cold night. There were no blankets and we were forced to use a couple o f very dirty and 
soiledd curtains to cover ourselves with. In the 1990, the winter was pretty severe, with the 
heaviestt snow for 5 years. Bala had said, that there was a welfaree office at the end o f our road 
andd that all we had to do was to follow the road and we would find a DHSS office. The next 
morningg we got up at around 10:00 am, we had no tea or breakfast. Bala had asked us earlier 
ass to who had given his name and address. We mentioned the name o f our comrade Ta t t u ' . 
Balaa then mentioned that 'Pat tuV younger brother was in London. Bala phoned this boy. 
Baba,, and told him that we were in London and that he should come and look after us, since 
hiss brother had sent us. At about 11:00 am. Baba and Bala came to see us. Bala lent us a very 
oldd jacket, which we used for a couple of days before we returned it to him. Baba and Bala 
tookk us to a grocery store and bought us tea, sugar, and food stuffs, as well as kitchen utensils 
andd plates for 30, out o f 150, which Baba gave us. In exchange we gave S80, which was all 
wee had on us. Nobody knew about the travellers cheques which we had rescued from the two 
crookedd travel agents in Africa. We gave them the $80 because they asked us whether we had 
anyy money. We took the stuff back home, and cooked. On the way back in Bala's car. Baba 
pointedd out a Sri Lankan restaurant and told us that we could eat there too. It was a joke, since 
wee hardly had any money to survive on then. Before we went home to cook, we also bought 
twoo quilts and two pillows. Then we went home and cooked. Bala and Baba dropped us o f f 
andd went off, since they didn't have more time to spend with us. After we ate, we cleaned out 
onee room and washed the curtains and put them on the bed as bed covers, once they had 
dried.. While clearing out, we found an old electric heater, which we used to dry the curtains. 
Nextt day morning, we went out, despite not knowing where we were. A l l the places looked 
thee sarne when we looked out. We then went for a small walk to check out our surroundings, 
likee we did in Madras. One round in one direction and another round the other way. We took 
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withh us the two leave-to-remain letters given to us by the Immigration, as our 'identity 
documents".. We then went to look for the DHSS office. We then walked all the way to 
Catford.. We saw the bus stand but we didn't know at which halt we should get down and we 
alsoo didn't want to spend our money because we had no income then. We walked more than 
fourr miles. Bala told us the office was DHS [sic], so we passed a office which had a sign 
savingg DHSS. But thinking this was the wrong office we went further on. After looking 
everywheree we realised that the DHSS office was the right one. We then turned back and 
wentt to the DHSS office around midday. We were afraid to go in alone, not knowing what 
officee it was, so we went in together. In the littl e English we knew we spoke to the people 
there.. Of course we did not understand a word of what they told us because of the strange 
accents.. Anyway, they gave us two forms and told us to fil l them up and bring them back. 
Anyway,, we had got into the system, this was the most important thing. The following day we 
handedd the forms in, even though we were told to bring them back ii a week, because we did 
nott have any money. The DHSS people told us that in the following week that they would 
sendd us a check. They told us that if we didn't receive the checks in two weeks that we should 
comee back. Three days after our arrival, 'Paltu' came to London and he and his brother Baba 
helpedd us a lot. They are now living near New Cross, in the house that 'Pattu' bought. 

Wee managed to sort our financial situation out with great difficulty. Even before we 
reallyy started earning we had to pay David and inflated rent, right from the very first day we 
camee to London. At that time we considered even such exploitation as help, since we had 
simplyy no one else to turn to for assistance. Three months later Bala came and told us that he 
hadd spent US$90 for receiving us and that he would like to have that money back. So we duly 
paidd this money back to him in two instalments. The reason for our difficulty in paying him 
wass the Home Office ruling that newly arrived refugees cannot work in the first six months of 
theirr arrival, til l such time as they obtain their work permits. After six months we managed to 
obtainn our work permits from the Home Office and our national insurance numbers for the 
DHSS.. We then started to look for work. By this time, comrade Thambr (Premananda) had 
alsoo joined us in London. Every day we would get in the morning and purchase a foiiF-zone 
one-dayy travel card and travel the length and breadth of London, searching for work. If we 
saww a row of shops, we would get down and ask for work. They always told us sorry, no 
vacancies.. In that period, I phoned to one 'friend' from my village Karativu. He told me that it 
wass very difficult to get jobs these and that even two or three friends of his who were living 
withh him were also having difficulties in finding work. 1 believe that this man did not want to 
helpp us. because we belonged to the paramilitaries. Therefore we had no choice but to 
continuee walking and walking to the furthest corners of London, which is a pretty big city. In 
thatt time, we only had moccasin shoes from Sri Lanka, which bent and went all funny like 
canoess (like the 'thoni') because of all the ice and slush. Finally I found a job, with the help of 
'Pattu'' in a restaurant and it was a very frustrating time being exploited from I 1:00 to 01-2:00 
hours,, 6 days a week, for a pay of 90 pounds a week starting, which was eventually increased 
afterr much toil to a maximum of 150 after 4 months, after which I left. After this we all got 
intoo the petrol business. I had to stay around six months unemployed after which I got my first 
postt as a cashier in a F1NA service station in Catford. 'Thumbf also worked over there. The 
managerr was a Tamil. It was the iyyakkam solidarity of sharing our joys, sorrows and 
frustrations,, and living together that helped us through the initial difficulties of facing up to 
thee harsh realities of living and surviving in London. We also had to face up to the racism loo. 

Forr example, they come and ask for free cigarettes, "give me ten Benson, l"l l give 
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youu later", then i f we refuse to give, they say "Fucking Paki", 'Tuck o f f dirty Paki" or spit 
ontoo the shop windows and sometimes break the glass. Twice when 1 was working with FINA 
theyy broke the glass. Otherwise they will throw the money at you. I f not they put the petrol 
andd run off. Sometimes in the daytime, they don't even come into the shop and pay, they 
comee and put the money into the night-catch and drive off, only because we are foreigners. 
Wee are forced to come outside and collect the money. I f youngsters ate caught pilfering and 
wee bar them from coming again to the shop, they would more often than not pelt the shop 
afterwardss with eggs. 

II began as an Eelam liberation fighter wanting to bring about a socialist revolution in 
Srii Lanka. Today, I am a petit bourgeois licensee o f a service station, interested in expanding 
myy business. However, there is no way to forget the past, it comes back to haunt me at night-
relivingg the memories of a different place at a different time, all too horrible and real. Too 
muchh sadness, too much pain. So much sacrifice, was it worth it? I don't know. But one thing 
iss sure. I learnt how to live, to survive. 

Liverpooll is easier in this sense than London. Daily haranguings and struggles with 
driverss who put petrol or diesel and drive of f without payment are league in London, apart 
fromm the racist verbal abuse "you bloody fucking Pakis" or in similar vein. 'Customers' resort 
too various tactics to play out cashiers. For example, a five pound note wil l be handed in for 
paymentt and when change is being returned, the 'customer/s' wi l l claim that either a ten 
poundd or twenty pound note had been handed over. And even i f the police is called in to sort 
outt the problem, it would be hard to 'prove' that it was indeed it was only a five poundnote 
thatt had been handed in, since the till contains notes in fives, tens and twenties (fifties are 
raritiess in Liverpool due to the depressed economic situation, with customers in certain areas 
likee Bootle, only putting in two, three, four or five pounds worth o f petrol on average on 
normall working days. The Christinas and New Year season being the exceptions. Also, the 
cheaperr varieties o f cigarettes, like Lambert and Butler tens happen to be the most favourite 
brand).. In order to counter the cheating tactics of 'customers', cashiers resort to a variety o f 
counter-measures,, such as not placing the money directly in the t i l l , but on a side. 

'Bha.skaran''Bha.skaran' also touches on the contentious and often hidden issue o f acrimonious regional rivalries between 

Tamill paramilitaries and their sympathisers, in this case rivalries and prejudices that have strangely enough 

manifestedd themselves transnationally in London. 

'Bhaskamn' ':: There have been gangs in London for a long time now. The members are mostly 
fromm Arialay and Valvedditturai. One of the informants even saw graffiti on a wall in the 
Tootingbeckk tube and British Rail station: "Mattakalapit naihikar [Batticaloa dogs -
Batticaloaa being the principal town in the eastern province] and "Mattakalupu vesehaikar 
[Batticaloaa whores] "London cranilm valHem" [get out from London] signed by "lyakkam 
vklufhalaivklufhalai ptili^haF [movement Liberation 'Tigers'] . This has been recorded in a local Tamil 
newspaperr along with photographs. In the last week (last week o f January 1995), some 
Tamilss working in a laundry cashed a check valued at £7,000. There was another Tamil man 
whoo accosted the three with a hammer. One o f the three took out a handgun and shot the 
assailant.. The police arrested the injured man but the gunman is yet to be apprehended since 
hee escaped from the site. There is a possibility that these gang members are former liberation 
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fighterss from Sri Lanka. Clearly, the graffiti on the walls indicate that the gang members are 
fromm northern Sri Lanka, that is from the Jaffna peninsula. The text of the graffiti indicate the 
regionall rivalry between Jaffna and Batticaloa Tamils. Clearly, the northern Tamils wish to 
becomee hegemonic over the eastern province Tamils even in London. 

Ann examination of a cross-section of 'opinions from the Tamil Diaspora in Western Europe at this point in 

timee might very well present more pro-LTTE r Jaffna-centric perspectives. And reflect some o f the 

prejudicess recorded via the graffit i on the walls. This would hardly be surprising given that the majority o f 

Tamilss asylum-seekers and refugees l iv ing in Europe and North America are from the Jaffna peninsula and 

inn fact it is their less well-to-do cousins from the eastern province who take on the brunt o f the ongoing 

l ight ingg in Sri Lanka. The reason being that given that they are less wel l -o f f eastern province Tamils have 

lesss opportunities to make across Sri Lankan borders as refugees and therefore they are then in a position to 

bee recruited into the LTTE i f they are o f combat-age. The experiential narratives in this text are an attempt 

too highlight hitherto under-represented points o f view. In any deeply divided society that has to contend 

wi thh the exigencies o f political violence and conflict, there is much war-related psycho-social trauma, 

hatred,, revenge/counter-revenge mentalities that have become 'normal ' due to the effects o f brutalisation. 

Veryy often in such situations the ki l l ing o f opponents or those who simply disagree or have alternative 

pointss o f view have become 'a way o f being' in the conduct o f political 'debates' and an extension o f 

commonn political practice. These problems need to be researched, understood and taken note of in detail. A 

dauntingg but necessary task in contemporary post-Cold War global political culture, where the media magic 

o ff sound bites and short sighted financial restrictions o f market economics rule the roost, / /such problems 

aree understood in a long-term perspective and in all their complexity, then even under the most draconian 

cost-cuttingg regime it would be admitted that long-term counter-measures are not only logical but 

financiallyy sound practice. 
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